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sab·ot /saˈbō/ a device that ensures the correct 
positioning of a bullet in the barrel of a gun, 
attached inside the barrel and falling away as it 
leaves the muzzle.



“What is most striking in the Maine wilderness is the 
continuousness of the forest, with fewer open intervals or 
glades than you had imagined. Except the few burnt lands, the 
narrow intervals on the rivers, the bare tops of the high 
mountains, and the lakes and streams, the forest is 
uninterrupted.”  

- Henry David Thoreau



EXT. MOUNT KATHADIN, MAINE - DAWN

A bald-topped mountain with pine forest at the base, the 
first place to see the sun in the continental US. It’s 
massive peak silhouetted against an inky-blue morning sky. 

Voice Over. A man’s. It’s ragged and raspy having been used 
more for drinking and smoking than talking in it’s 45 years.

WARDEN RHODES (V.O.)
Aroostook County Maine. Known 
simply as ‘The County’. Home to the 
Great North Woods.

Another scenic landscape.

WARDEN RHODES (V.O.)
Three and a half Million acres of 
forest divided into townships by 
region, with an average of 4 people 
per square mile.

A rocky forest bed.

WARDEN RHODES (V.O.)
The County is patrolled solely by 
Game Wardens. Regulating the 
hunting and fishing... As well as 
all other aspects of the law.

We look upwards at massive pine trees towering above.

WARDEN RHODES (V.O.)
Some call it the last frontier of 
the East... One Game Warden will 
cover up to 500 sq miles. Alone. 

A vast aerial shot of expansive, unobstructed forest.

Titlecard: SABOT

EXT. AROOSTOOK COUNTY WOODS - MAINE - DAWN

Pine trees. Mountains. Frost. The rocky ground is covered in 
moss. In the expanse of the wilderness we see a tiny figure 
moving through the forest. A man. Too far for us to make out, 
grows larger as he moves closer. 

He looks for something. 



CAMERA moves with him, closer now. In the F.G. large 
coniferous pine trees and colorful deciduous leaves obstruct 
our view. In the B.G. WILL HARRINGTON (late 20s) moves 
through the woods. He has a concerned stare on his face. 

It’s Fall in New England when the leaves turn their bright 
beautiful yellows and reds – Will wears an old torn sweater 
and jeans. He puts his hands to his mouth and blows hard to 
warm them, revealing a flashlight that is no longer on - he’s 
been out here since the night.

BANG! Will whips his head in the direction of the gunshot.

IN THE FAR DISTANCE a flash of bright orange – hunters 
wearing safety gear. He looks down at his brown sweater and 
dirty jeans.

WILL
Shit...

Will hurries along now, he looks over his shoulder

EXT. THE SLASH, PENOBSCOT BROOK - CONTINUOUS

Will comes to the edge of the forest. There is a large area 
of trees cut out of the forest, it’s 50 feet across and 
stretches as far as you can see in each direction. 

This is the border between Canada and the US, called “The 
Slash” by locals. A sign reads “Warning, you are now leaving 
the United States of America”.

Will sees something moving in the brook that runs down the 
center. He squints. Tracks it with his eyes. Then suddenly 
takes off at a sprint towards the water.

WILL
Dad?!

A body floats slowly toward CAMERA. Will rushes to a stop at 
the brook’s edge. He takes out a cell phone. 

ANGLE ON, phone reads “no service”. 

Will looks left and right – there’s no one around. He tosses 
his cell to the ground and splashes into the cool waters. His 
breath shortens at the shock. He grabs at the body. The 
weight of it pulls him down. He struggles to keep his head 
above water and works toward the shore.

ON SHORE, Will heaves the body out of the water and then 
crumples next to it, gasping for air. 
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He stares at the man, ELDON (60s) eyes closed, his leathered 
face looks peaceful, frozen in time - despite the large 
gaping bullet wound in his neck. 

Will stares - in shock. He looks around, mouths the words 
“help” but nothing comes out. He looks back at the wound - 
something seems off. He looks around, suspicious. 

He reaches for the pair of binoculars around Eldon’s neck. 
Hesitates. Then grabs a knife out of Eldon’s belt case and 
cuts the leather strap for the binoculars.

He pulls them up to his face and looks up-river to where 
Eldon’s body drifted from. POV Binoculars - nothing. Will 
takes the binoculars down, listens carefully, but it’s 
incredibly quiet.

He looks down to the body. Then upriver. Then back towards 
the woods where he came.

WILL (UNDER HIS BREATH)(CONT’D)
Shit.

He stands. Grabs his cell phone. And ties the binoculars 
around his shoulder. He scoops his arms under Eldon’s armpits 
and heaves backwards. His hands slip and he drops him. He 
grabs again and drags the body up the small patch. 

EXT. AROOSTOOK COUNTY WOODS, DIRT ROAD - MORNING

Will pulls the body, it’s weight is almost unbearable. He’s 
been dragging it for a long time and it shows - a boot has 
fallen off and there are tears along the clothing. Will looks 
sweaty and exhausted.

He comes to the edge of the woods and sees his old clunker of 
a pickup truck.

ANGLE, a tarp unfurls open. Will rolls the body up in the 
tarp then with all his strength lifts it into the back of the 
pickup.

INT./EXT. WILL’S TRUCK / DIRT ROAD - MORNING (MOVING)

ANGLE, Eldon’s body wrapped in the tarp, jostles awkwardly as 
Will drives.

Will sweats from his brow. He turns onto a main road.
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INT./EXT. WILL’S TRUCK/ROUTE 11 - MORNING (MOVING)

Will drives down Route 11 in Region 10 Township 15, Maine - 
population 72. The township is run-down and tiny, 1 diner 1 
motel... The type of place that in the summer doubles it’s 
population with sportsmen looking to fish and enjoy the 
scenery.

CLICK - Will hears the noise and looks to his dashboard. 

ANGLE ON, the gas reserve light blinks yellow, the tank is on 
“E”.

EXT. GAS STATION - MOMENTS LATER

Weathered signs advertising fishing and hunting supplies hang 
above the gas prices, unchanged for 20+ winters.

Will’s truck rolls in. A salty local with thin grey hair 
covered by a faded hat sits outside. He watches Will 
intently.

Will quickly unscrews the gas cap and shoves the nozzle into 
the fuel tank. THE OLD MAN stares straight at him, Will 
avoids his gaze - but then returns back to it. He looks in 
his truck-bed, the tarp is loose and he tucks it back under 
the body.

He looks back to the MAN, who still stares at him. The click- 
click of the gas-pump drones slowly on as Will avoids his 
gaze. 

Suddenly Will stops the pump and hands the man $10. He turns 
back to the car. The Old Man watches him.

INT. GAME WARDEN OUTPOST, RHODES’ HOUSE - MORNING

A small 3 room house just outside of township where Maine 
Game Wardens have been stationed for the past 100 years. 

The small cabin-like building has an unassuming desk with a 
CB radio. On the walls are pictures of Maine wildlife, 
newspaper clippings of search and rescue operations and old 
snowshoes. 

There are two cherry-wood triangular flag cases housing 
carefully folded American flags, next to pictures of Army 
Rangers in desert tactical gear and battle medals.

WARDEN JAMES RHODES (40s) walks in, wearing a thick sweater 
and moving slowly. 
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He has a beard that covers much of his face, his hair is 
grown out, formerly a military style “high and tight” but 
about 2 months too long since his last cut. 

He puts a cup of hot tea in front of WILL, who sits at the 
desk, wrapped in a wool blanket. Rhodes then moves to the 
other side of the desk and sits slowly.

WILL
You got a cigarette?

Rhodes opens a drawer and takes out a small change-safe. He 
opens it and pulls out a very old half-empty pack of 
Marlboros. He slides it across the desk to Will.

Will lights up. 

WARDEN RHODES
Will... Why’d you move the body? 
Why didn’t you come to me first?

Will looks up, shell shocked, he swallows.

WILL
I couldn’t just let him float down 
river... Plus what if they came 
back for him?

WARDEN RHODES
Who?

WILL
Whoever did this...

Will is broken up but hides it. Rhodes looks at him with 
concern, his eyes are weary and contain an honest sadness for 
Will. 

WARDEN RHODES
Why do you think someone would want 
to hurt him?

WILL
What else could’ve happened?

WARDEN RHODES
Could just be an accident. These 
things happen - more than you 
think.

Will nods. A strained tear comes out of the corner of his eye 
and he wipes it away quickly.
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WARDEN RHODES (CONT’D)
Where in the Brook did you find 
him?

WILL
Near the Slash.

WARDEN RHODES
You were all the way up by the 
Slash?

Will nods. Rhodes jots down notes in pencil in a small Field 
notebook, carefully carving into the wax-coated pages 
resistant to the elements. 

WARDEN RHODES (CONT’D)
When’s the last time you saw your 
Dad alive?

WILL
Uh.. Earlier this week. He wanted 
me to come by last night, which was 
weird.

WARDEN RHODES
Why?

WILL
Dunno, just felt very sudden. 
Normally we’d just, y’know, see 
each other, making plans like that 
felt... Weird.

Will takes another drag of the cigarette. 

Rhodes pulls one of the cigarettes out of the pack, places it 
in his hand, he looks at the lighter but doesn’t reach for 
it. 

WARDEN RHODES
Was he wearing any safety gear when 
you found him? Any orange?

Will shakes his head “no”. Rhodes nods.

WARDEN RHODES (CONT’D)
Did he have anything else on him? 
His gun?

WILL
No... I didn’t find his gun 
anywhere.
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WARDEN RHODES
What type of gun did he usually 
carry?

Will sits forward.

WILL
He always hunted with my Grandpa’s 
gun. It’s a pre 64 Winchester 70.. 
It has an engraved stock with trees 
and a moose on it. If you find it 
can you make sure--

WARDEN RHODES
‘course.

WARDEN RHODES (CONT’D)
Ok, let’s get you home and out of 
those clothes.

WILL
What about--

WARDEN RHODES
I’ll drive you, gotta keep your 
truck with the body until the State 
Police can come, I’ll put in the 
call and they should be here first 
thing tomorrow, don’t worry about 
that.

Will nods.

WARDEN RHODES (CONT’D)
You think you could bring us to 
where you found him tomorrow?

Will nods again. His hand shakes as he brings the cigarette 
up to his mouth for another drag.

WILL
I thought bringing him to you was 
best, I... I’m sorry I moved him, I 
didn’t know--

WARDEN RHODES
I know you didn’t son.

WILL
Can I use your bathroom?

Rhodes nods. Will gets up and walks out.
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Rhodes brings the unlit cigarette up to his mouth and mimes a 
drag - closing his eyes.

INT./EXT. WARDEN RHODES’ TRUCK/MAIN ST. - MIDDAY

Will stares out the window at the tiny town passing by. 
Rhodes looks over to him frequently, with concern.

Rhodes pulls into a parking lot in front of a MOTEL.

EXT. MOTEL - SAME

Rhodes parks in front of the old wooden building that is a 
relic of hunting and fishing tourism. It has a large main 
building and many small individual cabins scattered across 
the back lawn towards the lake. 

Will steps out of the car and heads up the outside stairway 
to the innkeepers quarters on the second floor.

WARDEN RHODES
You need me to talk to Bob or 
anything for ya?

WILL
Oh shit, right.. No I’ll go.

WARDEN RHODES
I’ll pick you up in the morning. 
Call if you need anything.

Will turns back down the stairs, and nods.

INT. MOTEL, BOB’S OFFICE - MOMENTS LATER

BOBETTE HOLLOWAY (50s) has gone by “Bob” since she was 8 
years old and someone told her she looked pretty in a dress, 
she never wore a dress again. She’s a stern, strong woman, 
who takes no shit whatsoever.

In her office are family relics of their lumber company. An 
OLD FLAG from a truck reading “Holloway Lumber” and pictures 
of the great logging days of Northern Maine with hundreds of 
50+ feet tree trunks being floated down the Kennebunk River.

Will walks in.
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BOB
Finally! I needed you to file these 
4 hours ago and then re-plane that 
fucking door in cabin 6 which 
you’ve been putting off for 6 
months.

Bob is clearly more comfortable yelling than any other tone. 
Will starts to respond but she talks right over him.

BOB (CONT’D)
I have people coming to see this 
place, business associates, and I 
can’t have a goddamn door that 
won’t open all the way.

Will’s stare drifts toward the SAFE that’s behind Bob’s desk. 
Inside it he can see stacks of cash. 

BOB (CONT’D)
Don’t you see how that would make 
me look?--

RING - Bob’s phone cuts her off.

BOB (INTO PHONE) (CONT’D)
Hello? Yes, one sec.

She looks at Will and shrugs with a “we’re done here” 
expression. 

Will snaps out of his gaze and stands. He walks out of the 
office.

EXT. MOTEL - MOMENTS LATER

Will walks toward the wooden stairs. The emotions of the day 
hitting him hard.

EMMA
Hey!

EMMA (20s) lunges out of a open room with a broom poking at 
Will playfully. She wears cleaning gloves and informal 
attire, she works at the Motel also. Will startles.

EMMA (CONT’D)
You still coming over tonight or 
what?

She pokes Will playfully but then stops when she sees his 
face.
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EMMA (CONT’D)
Hey.

Will’s on the verge of tears.

EMMA (CONT’D)
Hey, what’s wrong?

He hugs her and she wraps her arms around him. 

EMMA (CONT’D)
Will what happened?

EXT. DINER PARKING LOT - EARLY MORNING

Rhodes stands beside his truck in the parking lot. Next to 
him pulls up a HEARSE and a STATE POLICE CAR. The State 
Trooper and the hearse driver, HAROLD (70s) step out.

HAROLD
Morning Jim.

Rhodes nods. He looks to the State Trooper car. OFFICER LAURA 
PRIFTI (late 30s) adjusts her gun-belt. She doesn’t wear a 
drop of makeup, very athletic, fair skinned and with a short 
haircut. She nods to Rhodes. 

OFFICER PRIFTI
Warden.

His gaze lingers a moment longer than is appropriate. 

WARDEN RHODES
Officer.

The slightest hint of a smile flashes across both of their 
faces. Harold doesn’t notice.

HAROLD
Ok, so where’s the body?

INT. MEAT LOCKER - MOMENTS LATER

The door opens with a metal rattle, revealing Rhodes, Harold, 
and Officer Prifti on the other side. 

Inside SIDES OF BEEF and DEER hang from hooks in rows. In the 
center of the small refrigerated space is a stretcher with 
Eldon’s body, covered by a white sheet.

Harold cocks his head. He looks to Rhodes. 
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WARDEN RHODES
Sometimes, up here, you gotta 
improvise..

They walk in and Rhodes pulls the sheet back on Eldon. 
Officer Prifti and Harold lean in.

HAROLD
You know him?

Rhodes nods.

WARDEN RHODES
Ya, I knew him.

He pulls the sheet back over to cover the body.

EXT. DINER PARKING LOT - LATER

Harold slams the rear door of the hearse.

HAROLD
Will get to Augusta by sundown. 
I’ll send you an update when I’m 
there and let you know when the 
Examiner will be taking a look.

Rhodes nods. Harold holds out a clipboard. Rhodes takes it 
and signs, then hands it to Office Prifti, who also signs it.

EXT. AROOSTOOK COUNTY WOODS - MORNING

Will leads Officer Prifti and Warden Rhodes through the 
woods. They all wear orange safety gear, vests and hats. 
Rhodes wears a pair of heavy duty rubber hip-waders. As they 
move through the woods. Will looks around, retracing his 
steps carefully.

Officer Prifti looks back to Rhodes, who has a far off stare 
as he catches glimpses of Hunters in orange moving in the 
distance. Rhodes seems uneasy.

WILL
Just a little farther.

EXT. THE SLASH, PENOBSCOT BROOK - DAY

Will stops at the edge of the forest, he sees ELDON’S BOOT 
and it all comes rushing back to him. He takes a moment.

Rhodes follows Will’s eyes to the boot and then back to Will.
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WARDEN RHODES
Tell us what happened.

WILL
-ya, yeah. Ok so I came out right 
here and I could see... I could see 
him floating, so then I ran 
forward.

WARDEN RHODES
Show us.

Officer Prifti takes pictures with a point and shoot digital 
camera. She takes a couple of Eldon’s Boot.

Will walks forward retracing his steps. Rhodes close behind. 
They make their way to the waters edge. Rhodes kneels down 
and looks at the ground where there are muddy footprints and 
clear signs of Will dragging the body out of the water.

RHODES
Is this where you pulled him out?

Will nods.

Rhodes pulls out his field notebook and a map & compass. He 
uses his pencil to plot the points of their hike so far, 
precisely documenting the Latitude and Longitude of each 
spot. 

WARDEN RHODES
Was he face down or face up?

WILL
Down.

Rhodes notes this. On the map he follows the brook up, it 
runs for miles.

WARDEN RHODES
And what time was it when you found 
him? 

WILL
Five twenty-four. 

OFFICER PRIFTI
Pretty specific.

WILL
I’d just looked at my phone to try 
and call the Warden - but there’s 
no service up here.
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OFFICER PRIFTI
And you were alone?

Will nods.

OFFICER PRIFTI (CONT’D)
You see anyone on your way in or 
out?

WILL
I saw a couple hunters in the 
distance on the ridge, but couldn’t 
see who they were.

OFFICER PRIFTI
When were you and your Dad supposed 
to meet?

WILL
The night before. I got to my Dad’s 
house and his gun was gone, I 
thought maybe he was out hunting so 
I waited for him and fell asleep on 
the couch.. I woke up around four 
and he was still gone. I thought 
maybe he got hurt or something so I 
came here because this was always 
the meet-point.

Rhodes gives Will a pat on the shoulder and it calms him - 
there’s a bond between these two, hard to place exactly. 

Rhodes pulls out markers, small bright orange flags on the 
end of metal stakes. He marks the spot where Will laid with 
Eldon. Then walks over to Officer Prifti.

WARDEN RHODES
Here.

He hands her the stakes.

WARDEN RHODES (CONT’D)
You finish marking the scene, I’m 
gonna make my way up stream, follow 
on the shore.

Prifti nods. She looks over his shoulder to Will, then leans 
in close to Rhodes.

OFFICER PRIFTI
Any of that seem odd to you? You 
buy it?
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WARDEN RHODES
Buy it?

OFFICER PRIFTI
Nobody saw him coming in or out? He 
moved the body?

Rhodes holds her gaze, he has a calm about him that can level 
a room.

WARDEN RHODES
Who would be out here to see him?

She steals a glance back to Will.

OFFICER PRIFTI
Just seems strange.

WARDEN RHODES
He’s a good kid, I know him 
alright?

She raises an eyebrow.

WARDEN RHODES (CONT’D)
Innocent until proven guilty.

He walks off.

EXT. PENOBSCOT BROOK - HOURS LATER

Rhodes wades through the water carefully. He pulls out his 
map and ticks off how far he’s gone. He turns around and can 
see Office Prifti & Will a few hundred feet down the Slash.

Rhodes turns forward but something catches his eye. He moves 
to the opposite side of the shore and looks closely at some 
tall dry grass.

ANGLE ON, the subtlest hint of blood spray. Rhodes touches 
the blade of grass and it comes back with dried red blood on 
his finger.

He places a marker and then moves to the opposite shore.

EXT. PENOBSCOT BROOK - LATER

The scene is now completely marked. Prifti stands at the edge 
of the shore, her back to the clearing behind her. 
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POV Rifle scope. The crosshairs scan across the clearing and 
land on Prifti, lining up perfectly with markers across the 
water behind her, showing where the blood-spray was..

ANGLE ON, Rhodes pulls the scope down from his eye, it’s 
detached from a rifle. He takes out a marker and places it at 
his feet.

EXT. PENOBSCOT BROOK, RIVERBANK - MOMENTS LATER

Rhodes walks up to Prifti.

WARDEN RHODES
It came from the other side.

OFFICER PRIFTI
In Canada?

Office Prifti shakes her head and takes a few steps away.

Will looks back and forth between them, piecing things 
together on his own.

WARDEN RHODES
 (TO WILL)

Might just mean that we’re a bit 
delayed because we need to work 
with Border Patrol to figure this 
out.

Rhodes goes over to Prifti.

OFFICER PRIFTI
 (SOFTLY TO RHODES)

Jim, if the shooter was in Canada 
it’s gonna be impossible to--

WARDEN RHODES
Shhh, keep it down.

He glances to Will, who uses binoculars to look around, 
actively searching for more clues.

OFFICER PRIFTI
You know what a logistical 
clusterfuck this will be right?

WARDEN RHODES
I know... 
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EXT. HARRINGTON FARMHOUSE - SUNSET

A run down old farmhouse, crooked at the beams with various 
small buildings scattered about the land. An old tractor 
overgrown in grass, a tree stump with years of carvings in 
it, and long meandering rock walls. This out of commission 
dairy and root vegetable farm has been in Will’s family for 
100 years.

Officer Prifti’s cruiser pulls out of the dirt driveway and 
down the road. Rhodes and Will watch her go.

WARDEN RHODES
You sure I can’t give you a ride 
somewhere?

Will nods.

WILL
When do you think I’ll get my truck 
back?

WARDEN RHODES
Not until after the investigation.

Rhodes looks to Will, he’s got a blank stare in the fading 
light.

WARDEN RHODES (CONT’D)
Eldon’s still run?

Rhodes motions to an ancient pickup next to a barn. Will 
shrugs.

WILL
We’ll see.

WARDEN RHODES
Try and get some sleep kid.

Will nods. Rhodes walks to his truck and drives away.

INT. HARRINGTON FARMHOUSE - LATER

Will stands in the empty kitchen. The small space is neatly 
organized, everything fits just right. He notices a stack of 
papers that seem out of place, he glances at the business 
card on the top. He walks into the 
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LIVING ROOM

and flicks the light-switch. The poorly lit space reveals 
deer antlers on the wall and a large ancient looking 
armchair. 

Will stares at the empty chair, there is the impression of a 
man’s figure in it.

STAIRS

Will walks up past photos of Eldon, him, and a pretty woman 
with long dark hair - Will’s Mother. He stops and looks at a 
picture of her, then turns to continue up the stairs and his 
hand snags on a nail.

WILL
Ow! Fuck

Will grabs at his right hand, he pulls his other hand away 
and there is blood. Will runs to the

BATHROOM

Where he rummages through for bandages. He washes his cut and 
the red water circles the drain. He applies a bandaid. 
Outside the bathroom in the

BEDROOM

He notices a GREEN BANDANA hanging out of the back pocket of 
Eldon’s jeans on the bed. Will takes the bandana and smells 
it – it reminds him of his Dad. He puts it in his back 
pocket.

KNOCK KNOCK. Someone at the door downstairs.

INT. HARRINGTON FARMHOUSE, HALLWAY - MOMENTS LATER

Will comes down the stairs. KNOCK KNOCK KNOCK. The knocks are 
slow and deliberate, but powerful. The rooms are poorly lit, 
and Will walks through the pools of light and shadows 
cautiously toward the front door. 

A set of headlights point at the house from a truck, they 
silhouette the figure of a man at the door in the
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ENTRYWAY

KNOCK. 

KNOCK. 

KNOCK.

WILL
Who’s there?

Silence. Will listens intently.

AL (O.S.)
Will? Will is that you?

Will recognizes the voice, he moves quickly to the door. 
Unlocks it. And swings it open revealing AL (60s) an 
unassuming and humble looking man, who’s strong frame is 
hidden by the ill-fitting clothing becoming of someone who’s 
never been concerned with how he looks. 

Al’s face is partially in shadow, but Will can see his eyes 
are wet.

AL (CONT’D)
Aw kid, come here.

Al steps inside and wraps up Will in his strong arms. Will 
buries his face in Al’s shoulder.

AL (CONT’D)
I came over as soon as I heard. Oh 
Will, oh I’m so sorry about your 
Dad. I’m so sorry for you.

They stand in the dim light of the kitchen, Al swaying Will 
side to side like a small boy.

INT. HARRINGTON FARMHOUSE, KITCHEN - LATER

Al and Will sit across from one another at the kitchen table. 
They each have a glass of Whiskey in front of them. In the 
light we can see Al has piercing blue eyes which he fixes on 
Will with paternal concern.

AL
What’s this?

Al points to Will’s hand.
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WILL
Oh- so stupid I just, I cut it on 
this nail.

Will fights to keep his voice steady, the last 48 hours only 
emphasized by the alcohol in his system.

AL
Did they tell you what they think 
happened?

WILL
Warden thinks it’s probably a 
hunting accident. They found him up 
by the Slash you know?

Will looks up at Al, who’s blue eyes look back. Will avoids 
his gaze as he continues.

WILL (CONT’D)
But they gotta send- send the body 
down to Augusta to the medical 
examiner and they do some tests or 
something I dunno.

Al nods.

AL
When does that happen?

Will shrugs. He takes a gulp from his glass.

AL (CONT’D)
Aw Will.. I’m so sorry kid.. Listen 
did your Dad say anything?

Will looks up.

WILL
About what?

AL
I know all this just happened, and 
I think the Warden is right.. But 
someone’s been comin after your Dad 
pretty hard for this land.

WILL
What?

AL
Oh yeah, real persistent. 
Businessmen and such for weeks 
around here. 

(MORE)
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We both know your Dad was pretty 
against it, but they were 
persistent.

Will’s mind races.

AL (CONT’D)
Could be nothing, but... This is 
yours now.

Al places the palms of his hands down on the table motioning 
to the space, there’s a weight to his words.

AL (CONT’D)
This land is yours, you get to 
decide what happens to it. And you 
can’t let someone come in and bully  
you out of your way of life. You 
understand that don’t ya?

Will nods.

AL (CONT’D)
Look at me.

He looks up.

AL (CONT’D)
Anything you need son I’m here to 
help. I’m always just down the 
hill. 

WILL
I know, thanks Al. Thank you.

Al puts his hand on Will’s.

INT./EXT. HARRINGTON FARMHOUSE, ENTRYWAY - NIGHT

Al’s truck growls as the engine ignites. Will stands in the 
doorway and waves to him. Al turns down and drives through 
the large open field - half a mile away at the bottom of a 
hill is another small farmhouse with a light on inside - Al’s 
house.

INT. WARDEN RHODES' HOUSE, BEDROOM - MORNING

OFFICER LAURA PRIFTI opens her eyes. She sits up - the other 
side of the bed is empty. She looks around the room, listens, 
she is quite beautiful in the morning light. 

AL (CONT'D)
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The room is small and practical, everything neatly organized 
and folded, the mark of a military man.

CUT TO:

Laura looks for a sweatshirt to throw on, she pulls out a 
couple drawers and in one finds a PHOTOGRAPH of a woman with 
long black hair. Its Will’s Mother, the same photograph that 
was on the wall in the Harrington Farm. She pauses to look at 
it, then grabs the sweatshirt that was underneath it and puts 
it carefully back.

She walks to the window. She wears Rhodes’ sweatshirt and 
sweatpants, both of which are a few sizes too big. She gets 
to the window and looks outside.

ANGLE ON, Rhodes outside carries a large rock and places it 
over some loose soil at the base of the fence enclosing his 
chicken coop. He drops the rock and rests for a minute, 
watching his breath drift away from him in the crisp air. He 
turns and grabs a small basket of eggs then heads inside. 

INT. WARDEN RHODES' HOUSE, KITCHEN - LATER

Officer Prifti walks down the stairs, finishing the top 
button of her uniform shirt, transformed back into a State 
Trooper. Sizzling and cooking noises coming from the 

KITCHEN

Laura walks in to find Rhodes over the stove. He looks up.

WARDEN RHODES
Got eggs, bacon, coffee and maybe 
some pancakes but haven’t found any 
flour yet.

She smiles. 

OFFICER PRIFTI
Eggs and bacon just fine with me.

Rhodes nods, he plates the eggs and brings it to the table. 
He opens up a cupboard, takes out some pills and takes 2 with 
his coffee. He notices her looking at him.

WARDEN RHODES
Old injury.

OFFICER PRIFTI
From what?
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WARDEN RHODES
The Gulf. Some shrapnel in my 
shoulder.

She nods.

OFFICER PRIFTI
Nice to get a call up here. Nice to 
spend some time with you again... 
After all this time I-

Beat.

WARDEN RHODES
Look Laura-

She quickly changes the subject.

OFFICER PRIFTI
This looks delicious, sorry to be 
rude but I gotta be quick.

She takes a few bites of eggs quickly.

OFFICER PRIFTI (CONT’D)
Need to get down to Augusta and 
finish this preliminary report. 
Hopefully the Examiner can fit us 
in before the weekend and we can 
get something we can use.

She stands and puts her plate at the sink. Rhodes watches 
her. She takes a couple gulps of coffee, then grabs the bacon 
on her way out.

OFFICER PRIFTI (CONT’D)
I’ll get you an update as soon as I 
have one.

And she’s gone. Rhodes sits alone at the table.

INT. TOWN HALL CLERK - LATER

Rhodes makes his way through a row of filing cabinets. He 
looks for something...

SHARRY (O.S.)
Help ya find something James?

SHARRY UNDERWOOD (70s) spunky despite her age comes around 
from behind a bookshelf holding a large stack of files.
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SHARRY (CONT’D)
Oh, sorry, “Warden Rhodes”. 

She smiles. Rhodes smiles back.

WARDEN RHODES
Hey Sharry. I’m looking for the 
records on this plot in Region 10 
Township 15. 

He hands her a piece of paper.

SHARRY
Huh, that’s pretty far up in the 
County huh?

WARDEN RHODES
Yes m’am.

SHARRY
Harrington... Eldon Harrington?

WARDEN RHODES
How’d you know that?

SHARRY
Someone else was just in here 
filing a transfer of ownership.

WARDEN RHODES
Really?

SHARRY
Yeah just the other day.

WARDEN RHODES
Who?

INT. HARRINGTON FARMHOUSE, LIVING ROOM - MORNING

Will wakes up with a start. Sweat beads on his face and his 
damp hair is pressed to his forehead. 

He sits in his father’s chair in the living room. He looks 
across the room in front of him - boxes / papers / 
photographs all strewn across the floor, an ocean of memories 
he was up all night sifting through.

INT./EXT. ELDON’S TRUCK / HARRINGTON FARMHOUSE - MORNING

Will sits in ELDON’S PICKUP. He turns the key - nothing.
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The hood opens with a metal RRENCH. Will tinkers. Back 
inside, turns key - engine turns over once and putters.

WILL
FUCK!

Will erupts. He punches the steering wheel repeatedly, 
absolutely losing it.

WIDER, exterior of the entire truck shakes from his rage. His 
muffled screams lost to the vast emptiness around him. 

INT./EXT. EMMA’S CAR - LATER

Emma drives. She wears her work uniform for the Motel. Will 
sits quietly in the passenger seat, his right hand bandaged, 
be fiddles with Eldon’s GREEN BANDANA mindlessly.

WILL
Thanks for the ride.

Emma looks at Will and smiles - she’s worried about him.

EMMA
What happened with the Warden?

Will shrugs.

WILL
They don’t know anything yet.

INT. MOTEL OFFICE - LATER

Emma walks into the office. Bob stands immediately.

BOB
Where the fuck have you been?

EMMA
Sor-

BOB
What the hell time do you think it 
is? I’ll tell you. It’s Quarter to 
9. You’re 45 minutes late.

Bob is fuming mad. A pistol. Her face bright red.

EMMA
I’m sorry Bob, I had to go pick up 
Will.
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Will comes in behind Emma.

WILL
It’s my fault she’s late. I don’t 
have a car right now..

Bob softens ever so slightly. She catches herself from 
turning her rage to Will, but it’s not easy for her.

BOB
Right... Warden called and... Well 
said you probably weren’t working 
today.

WILL
I’m not.

Emma moves past them to go get to work.

BOB
 (TO EMMA)

I have people coming to stay next 
week in buildings 5-8, investors. I 
need it to be perfect ok?

Emma nods.

BOB
And when you’re done come into the 
office and show me how to use this 
new goddamn computer system.

Will turns to go upstairs. The phone rings.

BOB (CONT’D)
Ah shit. Will - could you grab 
that? I’m late.

Bob rushes past Will, her large frame brushes him to the side 
of the doorway as she hustles down the hallway towards a far 
room.

Will grabs the phone.

WILL (INTO PHONE)
Holloway Motel rooms, cabins, and 
tours this is Will speaking how may 
I help you?

WARDEN RHODES (O.S.)
Will? I’ve been trying to reach 
you, what’re you doing working 
today?
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WILL
I’m just heading to my apartment, 
stopped in and Bob asked-

WARDEN RHODES (O.S.)
Nevermind..

Rhodes sounds strange.

WILL
What’s wrong?

WARDEN RHODES (O.S.)
Well.. I’m down at the records 
department. Did your Dad ever 
mention doing business with Bob?

WILL
...What? No.

WARDEN RHODES (O.S.)
He never said anything?

WILL
Why?

WARDEN RHODES
Nothing yet. You gonna be around 
your place in a bit?

WILL
Sure.

Will’s eyes drift down the hallway. Staring directly at Bob 
who shuffles back and forth, moving a few legal boxes full of 
files from a storage room into her SUV.

WILL (CONT’D)
Did he sell her the farm?

WARDEN RHODES
I’ll see you in a couple hours. 
Don’t go anywhere ya hear?

Will stares ahead. His arm goes weak and the phone droops 
from his ear.  

WILL
Ok.

Will nods. But he glares at Bob now.

WILL (CONT’D)
Sure.
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INT. MOTEL, WILL’S APARTMENT - NIGHT

Will paces back and forth. The space is small with a 
waterless fish-tank containing salamanders that glows purple, 
giving a strange color to everything. The room is a small 
apartment on the second floor of the Motel, “Innkeepers 
Quarters”.

Will takes a swig of a beer. He looks at the clock - it’s 
late. He’s worked up, buzzed, he makes a fist with his hand 
and searing hot pain shoots up his arm. He drops the beer in 
his left hand and grabs his right.

WILL
Ah dammit.

Will unwraps his hand. It looks awful. His hand is swollen 
and a large lump sits over his metacarpal - a clear sign of a 
boxer’s fracture. He cradles the hand when KNOCK KNOCK.

WARDEN RHODES (O.S.)
Will, it’s me.

Will opens the door.

WILL
Hey.

Rhodes looks at Will’s hand.

WARDEN RHODES
Jesus, what happened?

WILL
Nothin.

Rhodes looks suspiciously at Will.

WARDEN RHODES
What did you do-

WILL
I said nothing!

Will turns and goes to the 

KITCHEN

Rhodes shuts the door and follows.

WARDEN RHODES
Sit. Let me help you.
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Rhodes grabs a hand towel. Fills it with ice from the 
freezer. And brings it gently down on Will’s hand. They sit 
together at the table in the small kitchen.

WILL
I know Bob wanted to buy the land. 
But I never thought he would sell 
it to her.

WARDEN RHODES
How were things between you two?

WILL
Me and Dad?

Rhodes nods.

WILL (CONT’D)
Normal, I mean normal for us. You 
know he never really talked much, 
but he would’ve said something 
about this.

Headlights stream in through the window. Rhodes looks up. 
Will goes to the window.

POV through window. BOB’s SUV pulls into the parking lot, she 
leaves the car running and moves quickly into the office.

WILL (CONT’D)
Speak of the devil..

Rhodes stands. He joins Will at the window.

WARDEN RHODES
Wait here alright? I’m gonna see 
what I can find out.

WILL
Let me just get my shoes-

WARDEN RHODES
No. Stay here. I’ll come back 
tomorrow and can tell you 
everything.

WILL
Warden c’mon-

WARDEN RHODES
Son I think she’ll speak more to me  
alone than if you’re there.

Rhodes puts his hand on Will’s shoulder.
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WARDEN RHODES (CONT’D)
Stay put.

Rhodes leaves.

Will turns back to the window and wraps his hand as he stares 
out.

Rhodes comes out and greets Bob. The work phone RINGS. Will 
looks to it. Then back outside.

Bob motions that she has to go inside to get it. Rhodes 
follows.

Will turns back to the phone - the blinking light turns solid 
red - Bob picked up downstairs.

EXT. MOTEL PARKING LOT - MOMENTS LATER

Will creeps through the shadows of the Motel exterior 
walkway. He looks up and sees Rhodes leaning outside the 
office in the hallway waiting. Will goes around the corner 
and is right outside the office window. He can faintly hear 
Bob arguing with someone on the phone.

BOB
 (WHISPERING AGGRESSIVELY)

I don’t give a rats ass about 
zoning, give me the plans this week 
or else I won’t have the money!

She goes to slam the phone down but stops at the last second, 
silently placing it down so Rhodes hears nothing. Will 
watches Bob open her door again.

BOB
Sorry about that Jim.

WARDEN RHODES
Everything ok?

BOB
Been a hell of a day and I need a 
drink. Can we talk tomorrow?

WARDEN RHODES
Boy I could use a drink. How bout I 
join you?

Bob hesitates.

BOB
Sure.
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Will looks to the parking lot where Bob’s SUV is parked. He 
makes a split decision and creeps fast to it. He takes one 
more glance towards the office - no one looking – he slips 
into the backseat.

PARKING LOT

Rhodes and Bob walk out of the Motel.  

BOB (CONT’D)
Follow me?

WARDEN RHODES
Sounds good.

Rhodes walks over to his truck. He looks up toward Will’s 
window. The window glows purple from the Salamander tank but 
the lights are off. Rhodes looks around the motel parking lot 
- but doesn’t see Will. He gets in his truck.

INT./EXT. BOB’S SUV - MOMENTS LATER

Will watches Bob from the floor of the backseat. He’s covered 
by a blanket and only an eye peers through the layers of 
fabric.

EXT. BOB’S HOUSE - LATER

A large house, considerably nicer than anything else we’ve 
seen in the area. Newer construction, cleanly manicured, 3 
car garage... 

BOB’s SUV pulls into the large pull-through driveway followed 
closely by Rhodes’ truck. 

INT. BOB'S SUV - SAME

Will sits up slowly and looks to see Bob & Rhodes step 
inside. 

EXT. BOB'S HOUSE - MOMENTS LATER

Will creeps through the lawn around the back of the house. He 
comes to a door and grasps the knob silently - locked.

Will goes around the back of the house. Another door - 
locked. He moves through the yard when a motion activated 
light blares on. Will jumps towards the house and leans up 
against it unmoving - breathless. 
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The light turns off again and Will exhales. He goes back to 
the 

SUV

quietly opens the passenger door. 

INT. BOB'S HOUSE, KITCHEN - SAME

Bob cracks open 2 beers. Hands one to Rhodes.

WARDEN RHODES
Thanks.

BOB
Saw that Statie Laura was in town.

Rhodes chokes on his beer a bit.

BOB (CONT’D)
You still sweet on her?

Rhodes chuckles.

WARDEN RHODES
Sweet might be a strong word.

Bob laughs with a hearty guffah.

BOB
Jim and the ladies. Feels like high 
school all over.

Rhodes holds up his beer.

WARDEN RHODES
This certainly does. Just waiting 
for your Dad to come tell us to 
shut up.

Suddenly the GARAGE DOOR MOTOR kicks on. They turn to it.

INT. BOB'S HOUSE, GARAGE - CONTINUOUS

Bob opens the door to the garage and flicks on the light. She 
scans the room. Rhodes stands next to her.

The door is open but there’s no sign of anyone. Bob takes a 
few steps forward. In the garage is an ATV, SNOWMOBILE, and a 
RAZOR off-road vehicle among various hunting targets and an 
entire corner dedicated to a STACK ON PRO LOADING BENCH - for 
loading your own bullet casings with gunpowder. 
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WARDEN RHODES
Well that was creepy.

Bob hits the “door close” button and they turn back to the 
house.

WILL sits crouched behind shelves. He watches them go back 
inside. He waits until the door is shut, then moves.

INT. BOB’S HOUSE, HALLWAY - MOMENTS LATER

Will moves down the hallway. He can faintly hear Bob & Rhodes 
talking in the Kitchen. Will goes into the.

OFFICE

Bob’s home office is sparse, no pictures of family or 
sentimentality, just hunting trophies and boxes of files. 
Will glances behind him and slowly pulls the door almost 
closed. 

Will turns to the boxes. He tips open one of them and flips 
through files. Nothing. 

BACK TO:

INT. BOB’S HOUSE, KITCHEN - SAME

Rhodes and Bob stand at the island in the center of the large 
luxurious kitchen.

WARDEN RHODES
How long were you and Eldon in 
talks?

BOB
What?

WARDEN RHODES
I was down at the records 
department today. Pretty surprised 
to find out that you own all of 
Eldon Harrington’s land.

Bob chokes on her beer. She tries to hide her surprise.

BACK TO:
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INT. BOB'S HOUSE, OFFICE - SAME

Will opens another box. Nothing. He notices a black filing 
cabinet with a key-lock on it. He approaches, tries the pull 
but it’s locked. 

Will grabs a screwdriver from the far table and works it into 
the filing cabinet. Making scratching noises. He struggles 
and the noises get louder and louder. He’s forcing it open, 
it’s almost there... CLICK. He’s in. 

Will rapidly skims through the files coming to “Harrington” 
he grabs it. 

BACK TO:

INT. BOB'S HOUSE, KITCHEN - SAME

WARDEN RHODES
What the hell do you want with that 
place? It’s falling apart.

BOB
That’s my business.

WARDEN RHODES
Now it’s my business cause he 
turned up dead, a day after this 
paperwork was signed and filed!

BOB
You said yourself you think it’s a 
hunting accident, what the hell 
does it have to do with me!

WARDEN RHODES
Bob, if someone died of a gunshot 
within 400 yards of you I know you 
could’ve done it.

BOB
What the hells that supposed to 
mean?

WARDEN RHODES
What aren’t you telling me?

BEEP. Rhodes looks down at his radio. A garbled voice comes 
out of it.

DISPATCH (O.S.)
Warden Rhodes? Come in.
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Rhodes turns the radio off.

WARDEN RHODES
Bob. What have you gotten yourself 
in to?

BOB
Nothing.

BUZZ. BUZZZZZZ. Rhodes glances at his phone.

WARDEN RHODES
Damn, I have to take this.

He gives Bob another hard look.

BOB
Jesus Jim I don’t have anything to 
hide.

WARDEN RHODES
Thanks for the beer.

He walks toward the front door and picks up his phone.

WARDEN RHODES (INTO PHONE) (CONT’D)
This is Rhodes... What?... Ok I’m 
on my way.

Rhodes reaches for the front door handle when he hears 
something and turns.

At the end of the dark hallway he sees WILL. Sneaking out the 
side door.

Rhodes looks back to Bob. Then to where Will just was - the 
door is closed.

EXT. WOODS - LATE NIGHT

Will approaches the warm light of a small trailer. He’s 
sweaty, scratched, and clutches the folder in his hands. 

He steps out from the woods into the pool of light from the 
trailer and walks up to the window, he presses his palms 
against it and pushes the window upwards, opening it 
silently. 

A face appears on the other side and scares him - Will 
startles and stumbles back.

EMMA
Will? 
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It’s Emma. She opens the window the rest of the way.

EMMA (CONT’D)
Jesus, you scared the shit out of 
me.

Will catches his breath.

INT. EMMA’S TRAILER - LATER

A tiny bedroom in a double-wide trailer with a warm glow. 
Posters of places in the world Emma has always wanted to go 
but never been - New York, Paris... 

The contents of Bob’s file are laid out across her bed. Emma 
has a concentrated look as she reads through everything. Will 
stands reading and pacing.

EMMA
Do you know how much she bought it 
for?

WILL
It’s in there.

Emma shuffles through the papers and stops on a page.

EMMA
Will... This is a lot of money. Do 
you get this?

He sinks down against the wall.

WILL
What if she did something to him? 
To like force his hand or 
something?

EMMA
What does the Warden think?

WILL
Says it still could be an accident.

EMMA
Why don’t you believe him?

Will shrugs. He’s completely exhausted.

EMMA (CONT’D)
If you think something’s up then 
let’s figure it out. 

(MORE)
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But we need something more to take 
to Rhodes, he’s not gonna go off 
your hunch.

WILL
Can you tell what she’ll do with 
it?

EMMA
It’s all just legal documents. Was 
this everything?

WILL
I think so.

Emma looks at Will. His words slur together and he fights to 
keep his eyes open.

EMMA
Will, why don’t you sleep for a bit 
and we can look at it again with 
fresh eyes?

WILL
I dunno... 

Will nearly dozes off, then comes to.

WILL (CONT’D)
Wait there were more papers at my 
Dad’s.

EMMA
Ok?

WILL
Can I borrow your car?

EMMA
Let’s go tomorrow, you need to 
sleep.

WILL
Please. I’ll come back, I just need 
to grab those, maybe there’s 
something I missed...

His eyes plead with her. She hesitates.

WILL (CONT’D)
So we have everything to show the 
Warden tomorrow.

She motions to the keys hanging by the door.

EMMA (CONT’D)
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EXT. REGION 5 TOWNSHIP 8 - LATE NIGHT

Rhodes pulls up in his truck to a row of trailers and small 
toolsheds. He gets out.

Ahead of him on the lawn 2 figures struggle. Rhodes surveys 
the scene as he walks slowly forward, his hand rests on his 
holster. 

WARDEN RHODES
Warden’s department!

The two figures on the lawn continue to struggle without 
noticing him. 

Rhodes sees a third figure on the ground, it’s a body. Smoke 
emanates from open wounds and debris nearby.

Rhodes’ eyes follow toward the house - the tool shed has a 
gaping hole in it from an explosion. The debris leads to 
where the body lies on the ground, thrown 50 feet from the 
shed.

Rhodes looks it over, he’s unaffected by the gruesomeness of 
it all. He looks up.

The two figures fighting are 20-something males: Henry & Sam.

HENRY
He said I could have it!

SAM
Bullshit, that-my-fucken-gun!

Rhodes sees that they fight over a rifle, like children 
wrestling for a toy. He unbuttons the safety on his pistol 
holster.

WARDEN RHODES
Boys! Warden’s department, put down 
the gun.

SAM
Look what you did, fucken Warden’s 
here now!

HENRY
What I did?

They struggle more. Rhodes unholsters his pistol.

WARDEN RHODES
Put the gun down now.
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Suddenly a POP comes from the body on the ground. It sounds 
like a gunshot. Everyone ducks.

HENRY
Did you shoot at us?!

Rhodes turns to the body on the ground. He stares. Another 
POP - explodes from the dead body, it looks like he’s being 
shot, Rhodes looks around, there’s no explanation. 

He turns back to the boys. The rifle is on the ground and 
they’re both standing with their hands up.

WARDEN RHODES
There someone else here?

HENRY
No sir, Warden. No one else.

SAM
 (UNDER HIS BREATH TO HENRY)

Fucking asshole.

HENRY
 (UNDER HIS BREATH TO SAM)

Shut the fuck up.

Rhodes lowers his gun.

EXT. REGION 5 TOWNSHIP 8 - HOURS LATER

The hearse is there. The body is on a stretcher. Henry and 
Sam both sit.

Rhodes is in the toolshed with a flashlight - he searches the 
scene. His beam grazes across a tool-bench with a welding 
iron  on it. It looks like he’s building some sort of trap. 
The bench has been blown apart and underneath Rhodes sees a 
large box of “Blasting Caps”. 

EXT. REGION 5 TOWNSHIP 8 - LATER

Rhodes speaks with the paramedic team.

WARDEN RHODES
I think Earle here was welding on 
his bench and didn’t realize he 
stored some blasting caps under it, 
a spark caught the box.

HAROLD
Boom.
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Rhodes nods.

HAROLD (CONT’D)
What about those two?

Rhodes looks over at Sam and Henry. He let’s out a long sigh.

WARDEN RHODES
Well... Sam tells me they were 
inside watching TV when they heard 
the blast, came outside to see what 
happened and once they saw their 
Dad lying dead. Henry declared he 
was going to get his rifle as it 
was promised to him. Sam disagreed 
and they starting fighting over it.

HAROLD is dumbfounded. He thinks about this. BANG! He’s 
startled and turns to the body.

The white sheet over it has a hole with blood. He stares, 
then turns back to Rhodes. Who looks straight back at him.

HAROLD
There must still be some cap shells 
in his body...

Rhodes nods. He’s so tired he can barely keep his eyes open.

HAROLD (CONT’D)
I’m not sure it’s safe to keep him 
in the freezer.

Rhodes nods - he didn’t really hear him.

WARDEN RHODES
Do whatever you think is best. 

Harold nods and gets in his car. Rhodes walks back to Henry & 
Sam.

INT./EXT. RHODES' TRUCK - DAWN

Rhodes drives down the street. He sees a Motel where the 
Hearse is parked outside of a room, he slows down.

EXT. DINER PARKING LOT - DAWN

Rhodes steps out of his truck and looks straight ahead.

In the parking lot 15 feet away from the freezer the 
stretcher is all on it’s own. 
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A group of crows sit on top of the body. Rhodes shoos them 
off but they don’t go anywhere. He starts towards them and 
one of them pecks at the body. 

BANG! The crows scatter and a cluster of black feathers 
floats down around the white sheet covering the body. 

Rhodes is startled. He stares in disbelief at the surreal 
scene.

INT./EXT. WARDEN RHODES' TRUCK/ROAD - LATER

Rhodes drives down the long straight road. His eyes swollen 
from fatigue. The shadows under them darker than ever. He 
slaps his cheek to stay awake.

A figure up ahead walks along the shoulder. As the truck gets 
closer we can see it’s Emma.

WARDEN RHODES
Emma? What the hell are you-

EMMA
Have you seen Will?

WARDEN RHODES
No. 

He can see by her look she’s been walking for a while. And 
looks worried. 

WARDEN RHODES (CONT’D)
What’s wrong?

EMMA
Can you take me to the farmhouse?

He nods.

WARDEN RHODES
Get in.

INT. HARRINGTON FARMHOUSE - MORNING

Emma barges into the front door.

EMMA
Will?!

Rhodes follows slowly behind her. He looks around carefully. 
Over his shoulder he sees Emma’s car, parked next to his 
Warden’s Truck. 
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EMMA (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Will?! Where are you?!

Rhodes walks through the kitchen, notices the chair at the 
table is knocked on it’s side. He scans the room for anything 
else. He moves into the 

LIVING ROOM

Where he surveys all the papers laid out across the ground. 
He sees something with ELDON’s SIGNATURE on it. 

Rhodes picks up the paper and looks closely at the writing. 
He looks around and pockets the page. His eyes catch above 
the mantle where there’s the sun-faded outline of a missing 
gun.

Emma comes downstairs.

EMMA (CONT’D)
He’s not here. How could he have 
left if my cars still out front.

WARDEN RHODES
I didn’t see his Dad’s truck.

EMMA
It doesn’t run.

EXT. MOTEL - LATER

Rhodes pulls up and parks, Emma close behind him in her car. 
The parking lot is empty other than Bob’s SUV. They get out 
of their cars.

Bob comes walking out of the office.

BOB
About time ya got here. How many 
times do I have to call you?

WARDEN RHODES
What?

BOB
I called you about a hundred times 
last night after you left. Someone 
broke into my house! Where the hell 
you been?

WARDEN RHODES
Last night?
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BOB
That’s not why you’re here?

EMMA
We can’t find Will.

Bob turns to her. Emma catches herself – remembering that she 
knows exactly who broke into Bob’s house.

EMMA
 (ACCUSATORY)

You know where he is don’t you.

BOB
What? How the hell should I know?

EMMA
You tell me.

BOB
Did you forget who you’re talking 
to Emma? 

Emma moves towards Bob but Rhodes stops her.

WARDEN RHODES
Bob! Wait for me in your office, 
I’ll be right there.

Bob’s face is red-hot. Rhodes motions to the office and she 
hufs inside.

WARDEN RHODES (CONT’D)
(TO EMMA)

Emma, go home, Will is gonna look 
for you there.

EMMA
It was him.

WARDEN RHODES
What was?

EMMA
Will broke into Bob’s house.

Rhodes looks over to see if Bob’s listening.

WARDEN RHODES
I know. 

Emma is perplexed.
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EMMA
How?

WARDEN RHODES
I was there, I saw him.

Emma stares at Rhodes. Her face shifts from astonishment to 
mistrust.

EMMA
You were at Bob’s?

WARDEN RHODES
Emma you should go home.

He puts his hand on her shoulder. She shrugs it off.

EMMA
Why were you there?

WARDEN RHODES
I was helping Will.

She looks at him, betrayed. She backs up to her car.

WARDEN RHODES (CONT’D)
Emma, c’mon.

She speeds off. 

INT. MOTEL - CONTINUOUS

Rhodes walks into the hallway. He can hear Bob around the 
corner on the phone. He slips into the

OFFICE

And behind her desk. He listens - she’s still on the phone. 
He rifles through a couple papers, finds one with her 
signature on it, and pockets it.

INT. EMMA'S TRAILER - LATER

Emma bursts in. Her eyes are red and she’s been crying but 
she has a look of determination - she’s not helpless.

She moves directly towards the 

BEDROOM

And picks up the map. ANGLE ON, a large mass of land is 
shaded out, reading “Harrington Plot”. 
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Emma looks around the landscape, to the Northeast is the 
border to Canada, “The Slash” and miles upon miles of 
wilderness including a area that says “State Forest”. There 
are 2 smaller plots adjoining “Harrington” one reads “Al 
Windsor” and another “Tyler Barrow”.

Emma folds up the map. Grabs a notebook and heads back out.

EXT. HARRINGTON FARMHOUSE - DAY

Rhodes looks across the land. Then turns and spreads out a 
photocopy of the DEED on the hood of his truck. He pulls out 
the letter he stole from Bob’s office, and puts them next to 
each other.

Bob’s signature is exactly the same as Eldon’s. She forged 
it.

WARDEN RHODES
God dammit Bob...

He folds up the pages and puts them back in his pocket. He 
looks down and notices the RUTS in the ground where Eldon’s 
Truck had sit for years. The tire tracks lead out into the 
grass and then disappear.

Rhodes’ gaze drifts across the field and down a hill to where 
another small house sits - a bit of smoke escapes the 
chimney. He walks towards it.

EXT. AL'S FARMHOUSE - LATER

BANG! A far off gunshot rings in the woods. Hunters in the 
distance.

Rhodes looks towards the woods as he approaches the small 
house. There are half-finished projects littered across the 
lawn, old tractors, wood chippers, splitters, seeders... 

KNOCK KNOCK.

Al opens the door. He stays in the doorway, half leaning up 
against the door-jam blocking his right arm.

AL
What’s going on?

WARDEN RHODES
Hey there Al, how we doin?

AL
Fine, fine – how are you? 
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Rhodes shrugs, he’s tired, casual. Al’s edgy, a bit paranoid.

AL (CONT’D)
What’s wrong.

WARDEN RHODES
I’m looking for Will - you seen 
him?

AL
Course. Saw him late last night.

WARDEN RHODES
Where?

AL
Here. He came over to say goodbye.

WARDEN RHODES
He say where he was going?

Al shakes his head.

AL
Got his Dad’s truck running and 
just said he had to go for a while. 

Rhodes nods.

AL (CONT’D)
This got to do with Eldon?

WARDEN RHODES
Suspicious is all. Doesn’t seem 
like him to run off.

Al takes this in.

AL
You don’t think.. 

Warden Rhodes shakes his head.

WARDEN RHODES
Doesn’t matter what I think though. 
State police are involved too, 
gonna have to track him down.. You 
hear anything from him you let me 
know.

AL
Course I will. You need anything? 
Coffee or something?
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Al looks at Rhodes with concern. Rhodes smiles.

WARDEN RHODES
No, no I’m alright. But thank you.

Rhodes leaves.

EXT. MOTEL - DAY

Emma crouches out of sight behind one of the buildings at the 
Motel. 

POV EMMA: Bob walks out of her office and looks around, 
paranoid. She locks the door behind her and then drives off.

Emma makes her move. She takes out her key and goes into the

OFFICE

She moves quickly and quietly. Goes around behind Bob’s desk 
and opens a few drawers quickly. Nothing.

She shifts some papers around on the desk - nothing. Until 
she notices the address on one of the unopened letters. She 
stares at it, especially the zip code. She turns to the back 
wall where the safe is.

She springs forward, turning the dial carefully. CLICK - POP. 
She’s in. She peers into the space - it’s only documents and 
folders, there is no cash.

Emma pulls out different folders, files, an antique gun... 
Until she pulls out a cardboard tube which reads “Harrington” 
on the side of it.

She pulls out the contents; a large much more detailed map 
than the one she has, with a lot of markings in red, 
including “x”’s with “Proposed Lodge Site”, “target range”... 
Emma pulls out her old map and double checks - the sites 
reading “Al Windsor” & “Tyler Barrow” are not on this newer 
map - they’re all lumped together in “Harrington”.  

Emma hears a noise outside. Bob’s back. She quickly puts the 
contents back into the cardboard tube and shuts the safe - 
she takes the tube with her.

She can hear Bob approaching. There’s no other way out. She 
peers out the door. Bob walks directly for her. Shit. Emma 
looks for a place to hide - no closet, no doors. Bob’s closer 
than before. Emma leans down against the wall, panics. Bob 
turns at the last moment, and goes into the side room.
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Emma finally exhales.

Emma slips out of the door and outside.

EXT. THE SLASH, PENOBSCOT BROOK - AFTERNOON

Emma approaches the slash. She’s alone, wears a orange vest 
over a broken-in camouflage jacket a couple sizes too big - 
her dad’s. She has hiking boots on and is comfortable in her 
surroundings. She wears a lightweight backpack and a pair of 
BARSKA 10x42 BINOCULARS, strapped to her chest with a 
harness.

Emma takes out the two maps. ANGLE ON, maps - her finger 
traces along the route she came, to the Brook where she is, 
and then it continues up along the water. A ways up the water 
is very close to the land labeled “Harrington”. Emma switches 
for the OLDER MAP and looks at the same spot, it reads “Tyler 
Barrow”. 

She lowers the map and uses her binoculars to look up the 
Brook. Then starts off in that direction.

EXT. PENOBSCOT BROOK - LATER

Emma moves swiftly, she’s tired but determined. She passes 
the other markers where Rhodes and Prifti determined Eldon 
was shot.

She checks her map, and turns towards the woods.

EXT. CAR GRAVEYARD - DUSK

Emma comes around a tree and arrives at an old ancient car 
sitting under a fallen tree.

She moves forward to see tons of old cars, at various states 
decay. Left here to rust. 

She moves slowly through the space, transfixed by the 
haunting site. She comes across a BOBCAT MINI EXCAVATOR 
standing near some freshly disturbed soil. She bends down and 
touches it, something has been buried here - the area of 
disturbed soil is large – 15’x15’.

Suddenly she hears voices approaching. She sneaks behind one 
of the old cars and positions herself to peak through the 
cracks.

TYLER BARROW (50s) salty and disheveled comes and looks at 
the fresh dirt.
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TYLER
Good thing we ‘aint had a frost...

An OTHER MAN speaks, but Emma can’t see who it is.

OTHER MAN
Keep it quick tonight. Give ‘em the 
plan and get out, don’t need any 
more attention.

TYLER
They know about Bob already.

OTHER MAN
Good... I’m going up first thing 
tomorrow. You make contact and have 
them meet me.

The Other Man walks off. Tyler nods and watches him go. The 
other man yells back to him.

OTHER MAN (O.S.) (CONT’D)
You better get goin’ now!

TYLER
Yeah yeah, I’m goin’... 
(under his breath)
jesus, never lettin’ me do it at my 
speed...

He trails off as he wanders deeper into the woods. Emma 
strains to see the OTHER MAN but he’s gone. Her eyes follow 
Tyler - she follows him.

EXT. WOODS OUTSIDE POACHER’S HUNTING CABIN - NIGHT

Emma keeps her distance about 50 feet behind Tyler, who walks 
with a lantern through the woods. She can see up ahead a 
light coming from a single-room hunting cabin. 

She hears a noise and looks to her right - more LANTERNS 
drift through the woods, a group of them, all making their 
way to the cabin. Emma ducks behind a tree.

INT./EXT. POACHER’S HUNTING CABIN - MOMENTS LATER

Through a window we can see a group of 10-15 HUNTERS, grisly 
men & a few women. There is an intensely stoic silence. 

Emma’s face peers in through the window. She watches TYLER 
come to the front of the room.
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TYLER
We all know why we’re here. The 
land sold, and there are plans to 
donate half of it to the state 
while she maintains an exclusive 
right to hunting on it.

The group shifts in their seats. 

TYLER (CONT’D)
We’ll move tomorrow, at the Motel.

Emma has seen enough, she steps back and moves quickly into 
the darkness.

EXT. WARDEN RHODES' HOUSE - NIGHT

Emma parks next to Rhodes’ truck and runs up to the front 
door. KNOCK KNOCK KNOCK.

EMMA
Warden! 

She tries the door and it swings open - she didn’t expect it 
to open.

INT. WARDEN RHODES' HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

The outside light fills in to the dark space. Emma peers 
inside.

EMMA
Warden?

She steps in. The wood creaks under her foot. She looks up 
stairs - it’s all dark.

Strewn across the kitchen table are photographs and papers. 
Emma goes to them. 

Theres a small wooden box open on the table, it’s contents 
scattered across the surface; there are a ton of photos of 
Will, all ages, all different activities. Along with letters, 
addressed to “Platoon Leader James Rhodes”. 

Emma fingers through the papers and photos. 

WARDEN RHODES (O.S.)
Emma?

EMMA
Ah!
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Emma is startled, she turns quickly - Rhodes stands in the 
doorway. He came up behind her.

EMMA (CONT’D)
What... Uh what the hell? Where 
were you?

WARDEN RHODES
Out back, couldn’t sleep. 

He flicks on the light. He glances to the table - remembering 
what he left out.

WARDEN RHODES (CONT’D)
What’re you doing here?

EXT. CAR GRAVEYARD - LATE NIGHT

2 FLASHLIGHTS pierce the darkness and cast shadows through 
the old rusting cars. As they get closer we see they’re held 
by EMMA & RHODES.

Emma leads Rhodes through to the spot with freshly disturbed 
soil. She motions to it, Rhodes nods. He shines his light at 
the BOBCAT MINI EXCAVATOR.

EMMA
The cabin isn’t far that way.

Rhodes takes a few steps toward the excavator. He flicks the 
keys to “on” and the lights on it shine ahead - illuminating 
the large patch of loose ground. 

Rhodes steps inside it.

EXT. HARRINGTON FARMHOUSE - NIGHT (WILL’S FLASHBACK)

WILL pulls up in EMMA’S CAR. Parks next to ELDON’S TRUCK and 
steps out.

He walks to the house but something in the woods catches his 
eye - he sees 2 flashlights moving through the trees. 

EXT. CAR GRAVEYARD - LATER (WILL’S FLASHBACK)

Will walks with a shotgun hanging low at his waist but hands 
on the grip & forearm - ready to raise.

100ft away a flashlight, floats in the darkness. Will raises 
his gun.
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WILL
Hey! This is private property! 

The flashlight shines directly at Will - blinding him. He 
squints against it.

WILL (CONT’D)
Put that light down! Who are you?!

AL
Will?

AL lowers the flashlight.

AL (CONT’D)
You scared me half to death.

Al shines the light on his own face.

AL (CONT’D)
Hey - it’s me.

Will lowers the gun.

WILL
Jesus.

AL
What the hell are you doing?

WILL
I- I don’t know I just saw lights 
on out here and... Well I thought 
you were-

AL
Yeah I saw them too, came out to 
see what was goin’ on.

Will lets out a couple deep breaths.

WILL
You see who it was?

Al shakes his head.

AL
C’mon inside.
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INT. AL'S FARMHOUSE - LATE NIGHT (WILL’S FLASHBACK)

The small 3 room house is entirely wood on the inside, like 
an old cabin. The lights are dim and a fire flickers from the 
open door of a WOOD STOVE in the corner.

Will sits at the dinner table, he rubs his eyes, barely 
staying awake. In front of him is a plate showing remnants of 
a VENISON STEAK.  

AL leans back in his chair, he sips whiskey from a glass. 
Will struggles to form his next words.

WILL
Al... Bob owns the land.

The glass is right at Al’s lips, he freezes for a moment, a 
long moment, his piercing blue eyes lock in on Will, 
something in him shifts. He lowers the glass.

AL
You sold? To Bob?

WILL
No, no... She already owned it. Dad 
did it.. Must’ve done it before-
everything.

Al nods slowly. His gaze drifts over Will.

AL
Will if you sold to Bob you should 
tell me.

WILL
I’m telling you my Dad did.

AL
Well I know for a fact your father 
did no such thing.

Al stands and takes the plates off the table to the kitchen. 

WILL
Maybe it’s not for the worst.. 
Maybe it’s time I try something 
different? Move out of town or 
something-

AL 
If that’s what you think is best 
Will.

Will watches Al go around the corner.
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WILL
I just mean, maybe I should try 
something new.

AL
Ok.

Will watches Al perplexed. He shrugs it off and his eyes 
drift over to the fireplace. There is a GUN RACK on the wall, 
one of them catches Will’s gaze.

He looks back to the Kitchen, where he hears water running. 
He moves to the GUN RACK.

His eyes scan the various shotguns and rifles on the rack, 
and stop at one.

ANGLE ON, a pre-64 Winchester bolt action model 70, with an 
elaborately carved stock that has Moose and trees on it. In 
the flickering firelight the moose almost looks alive. 

Will stares at the rifle. There is no doubt about it. This is 
his Father’s gun. 

WILL
Hey Al!

Al comes around the corner.

AL
Huh?

Will points at Eldon’s gun.

WILL
How’d you get this?

Al looks from the gun to Will. Forming a story behind his ice 
blue eyes.

AL
Oh your Dad left it to me.

WILL
Left it to you?

AL
In his will.

WILL
But... He just died. How’d you go  
through his will already?
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AL
Oh he gave it to me before.

Al nods and goes back to the kitchen. Will turns back to the 
gun. Something in his eyes shifts - this doesn’t add up.

Will turns back to the kitchen, he moves towards it. He 
passes the table where his steak knife lays. He hesitates, 
then picks it up. He rotates it nervously in his fist as he 
walks to the noise of the faucet running. 

His eyes move around the space. 10 feet... 5 feet... He comes 
around the corner to the 

KITCHEN

But Al’s not there. The faucet streams openly and abandoned. 
Will walks over to it - just as he reaches for the knob the 
power is cut. Everything goes dark.

Will looks up to the light. Then around him - shit. He 
scurries around the corner and ducks.

FOOTSTEPS creak along the wooden floor. 

Will listens carefully. They’re in the living room. He hears 
the noise of a gun being lifted off of the rack and the 
metallic slide as the rifle is COCKED.

Then the FOOTSTEPS continue. Will’s eyes grow wide as they 
come around into the kitchen. They creak slowly, very slowly, 
one after another. Until the noise of the Faucet cuts out.

Now all Will can hear are his own breaths. He clutches the 
knife in his hand. The FOOTSTEPS start again. Creep closer. 
And closer. Will slowly raises to a standing position, up 
against the wall. 

He looks to his right - the barrel of a gun peaks out around 
the corner. Holds his breath. Then quickly grabs the barrel 
and pushes it away. 

SLASH. Will cuts the knife through the air. Nothing. He 
swipes it back the other direction. It connects, gashing Al’s 
RIGHT SHOULDER. Al drops the gun. BANG. The flash of light 
breaks the dim light from the fire.

Al grabs Will’s hand with the knife. They scuffle, it’s 
messy, a struggle where Al is clearly the stronger man but 
Will fights for his life. A few scrappy near misses and Al 
pushes Will hard - he stumbles back and falls against the far 
wall. 
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Al holds the knife, he tosses it to the side and bends down 
for the gun.

Will bolts. He runs around through the living room and out 
the front door. BANG wood splinters the door-jam narrowly 
missing Will’s head.

EXT. AL'S FARMHOUSE - CONTINUOUS (WILL’S FLASHBACK)

Will sprints out into the darkness. BANG! BANG! Bullets 
narrowly miss Will, kicking dirt up around him. Will makes it 
to the

BARN

And scurries around the edge of it. Gasps for air. Over his 
shoulder AL steps out of the house. Will looks ahead - the 
long distance to his Dad’s house across the field - He’ll 
never make it.

He looks to his left, an open door to the BARN.

INT. AL’S FARMHOUSE, BARN - CONTINUOUS (WILL’S FLASHBACK)

Will sneaks into the dark space. We can barely make out metal 
traps and chains hanging everywhere. 

He moves behind a WORKBENCH just as the lights flick on. 
There is an insidious DRIP DRIP that persists, but he can’t 
see the origin of the noise.

Will hides. He looks down and can see blood everywhere on the 
ground. He looks up at the workbench he’s behind - is a 
skinning table. Theres a GUTHOOK knife with it’s severely 
curved blade glistening with wet blood on it. On the table is 
a BEAVER, half skinned. A stack of pelts on the ground.

But none of this concerns Will, because AL just slid the far 
door open.. 

AL’S BOOTS move across the hay & dirt covered ground, stained 
in blood. His gun is raised, the stock against his shoulder - 
it’s ELDON’S GUN. He moves steadily, the barrel of the rifle 
and his head turn in unison.

As his boots move we see them pass metal buckets - the source 
of the DRIP noise. WIDER and we see multiple deer carcasses 
hanging from the ceiling, draining their blood into the 
buckets.
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Will watches AL through the cracks in the table. He looks for 
something, anything. When Al goes around a deer carcass Will 
reaches up and pulls down the GUTHOOK.

There’s a loud crash from outside, next to the house. Al 
stops, then turns and moves quickly out of the barn toward 
it. Will lets out a deep breath. He stands quickly. Puts the 
Guthook in his back pocket.

Now he can see the full room - deer hang from chains by the 
rafters draining their blood into shallow pales on the 
ground. Stacks and stacks of Pelts from animals - this is 
well beyond the legal limit of what a hunter is able to do. 
Will is awestruck.

He turns toward the door but notices a lock in the ground 
that was kicked free when Al walked over it. Will moves 
towards it - he looks outside and listens for AL - back to 
the trap door.

He slides the latch back. Opens it. A smell arises from the 
darkness - Will covers his mouth and peers inside. His 
expression slacks, there are no words, we can’t see what’s in 
the darkness.

WILL
What the-

AL walks up behind Will. Gun raised.

INT. AL’S FARMHOUSE, KITCHEN - DAY (AL’S FLASHBACK)

BANG! A far off gunshot rings through the woods. Al leans 
against the kitchen sink awkwardly washing the gash on his 
right shoulder. 

KNOCK KNOCK - someone at the door. Al shuts off the water and 
stands. 

INT. AL'S FARMHOUSE, ENRTY - SAME (AL’S FLASHBACK)

Al opens the door, hiding his right shoulder completely from 
WARDEN RHODES who stands just outside.

AL
Well afternoon Warden.

WARDEN RHODES
Hey there Al, how you doin’?

AL
Pretty good, yourself?
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Rhodes is preoccupied, he shifts in his stance, he seems 
suspicious and leans over to look into the house behind Al 
frequently. 

AL (CONT’D)
Something wrong Warden?

WARDEN RHODES
Oh I dunno... You seen Will? I 
can’t find him.

AL
Course I have, I just saw him last 
night.

WARDEN RHODES
Here?

AL
Yeah he came over to say goodbye.

WARDEN RHODES
Then where did he go?

Al shakes his head. For the first time we can see his right 
hand holds a HANDGUN. Blood drops flows slowly down his arm 
from the gash on his shoulder, it collects at the barrel of 
the gun, then DRIPS.

AL
Hell if I know, Took his Dad’s 
truck.

Rhodes nods. He looks to the barn, stares. 

Al watches him. He grips the gun through the blood in his 
hand.

AL (CONT’D)
This got to do with Eldon?

WARDEN RHODES
Suspicious is all. Doesn’t seem 
right he’d run off.

Al nods.

WARDEN RHODES (CONT’D)
I’ll be back, state police are on 
their way. Don’t go anywhere, they 
might have questions too.
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AL
No plans to leave, you want coffee 
or anyth-

But RHODES has turned away brusquely and walks towards 
Eldon’s farm.

AL shuts the door and leans against it hard. Wincing at the 
pain in his arm. He moves toward the kitchen again.

AS AL WALKS TO THE KITCHEN THE LIGHT OUTSIDE FADES FROM DAY 
TO NIGHT IN ONE CONTINUOUS MOTION UNTIL IT’S 

LATE NIGHT (BACK TO PRESENT)

Al arrives at the kitchen and applies crazy glue to the gash 
in his arm, he bites a wooden spoon and shoots liberal 
amounts of CRAZY GLUE into the wound then squeezes it 
together. Grits his teeth against the pain.

Once it passes his eyes drift upwards out the window - where 
lights move in the woods. The Mini Excavator’s bright lights 
stream through the trees.

Al turns away from the window and runs upstairs.

EXT. CAR GRAVEYARD - LATE NIGHT

The shovel of the MINI EXCAVATOR unloads dirt into a pile. 
Rhodes sits in the cockpit and turns back to the hole - 
they’ve made a lot of progress.

Emma stands and holds her light toward it. She throws her 
hand up.

EMMA
Stop!

Rhodes stops. He leans out of the Excavator.

WARDEN RHODES
What?

Emma jumps into the hole and digs furiously with her hands, 
uncovering something metal... Old... The bumper of ELDON’S 
TRUCK. She digs more. Then stops suddenly, she’s found 
something.

WARDEN RHODES (CONT’D)
What is it?

Emma moves slowly, she holds up ELDON’S GREEN BANDANA.
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INT. HARRINGTON FARMHOUSE, LIVING ROOM - LATER

It’s 4 am. Neither Rhodes nor Emma have slept, she sits on 
the couch, her eyes red and half open. Rhodes stands in the 

KITCHEN

He listens to someone speaking on the other end of the phone.

WARDEN RHODES (INTO PHONE)
...No we didn’t move anything, 
circled the site with tape and then 
left.

He leans around to check on Emma in the LIVING ROOM. He 
listens to the voice again.

WARDEN RHODES (INTO PHONE) (CONT’D)
We’ll be here. Ok I’ll see you in 
the morning. Thanks Laura.

He hangs up. Rhodes covers his mouth. Silently screams until 
his face is beat-red. Tears strain from his eyes under the 
pressure. He slinks down against the wall and breaks down 
silently.

INT. HARRINGTON FARMHOUSE, LIVING ROOM - EARLY MORNING

Officer Laura Prifti walks in quietly. Emma sleeps on the 
couch, she walks through the room. She walks

UPSTAIRS

And moves down the hallway, arriving at

WILL’S BEDROOM

The space is unchanged since he was a teen. Faded blue walls, 
posters, toys.. The small twin bed is occupied by Rhodes’ 
large lean frame. 

Prifti’s eyes soften. She sits next to him on the bed and 
notices a picture frame face down. She picks it up quietly 
and flips it over... It’s WILL’S MOTHER. The same picture 
that was in Rhodes’ dresser.

WARDEN RHODES
Hey.

She startles - he’s awake.

OFFICER PRIFTI
Hey.
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She considers her words carefully.

OFFICER PRIFTI (CONT’D)
Is this Will’s Mother?

Rhodes nods. He’s still waking up, he hasn’t slept enough in 
days now.

OFFICER PRIFTI (CONT’D)
Did you know her?

He nods again. She looks at his red eyes. At him laying in 
the bed. She remembers the picture in his sock drawer. She’s 
about to ask something else when-

KNOCK KNOCK at the front door. Rhodes sits up. He looks out 
the window - 2 more state trooper cars, and Harold’s Hearse.

WARDEN RHODES
‘should get down there.

He stands and walks out. Laura waits for a moment, then 
follows.

EXT. CAR GRAVEYARD - MIDDAY

HAROLD slams the door to his HERSE. A white sheet covers 
WILL’S body. He walks around to the side and hands Rhodes the 
GUTHOOK in a plastic bag.

HAROLD
This is all he had on him.

Rhodes looks down at the blade. 

Harold gets into the hearse, starts it up and pulls ahead 
slowly through the field.

A team of people work the scene, there are 2 additional STATE 
TROOPERS as well as the MEDICAL EXAMINER. They take 
measurements, photographs... 

Rhodes looks around, he pockets the guthook - no one notices. 

OFFICER PRIFTI (O.S.)
Hey.

Rhodes startles. He turns to see Officer Prifti.

OFFICER PRIFTI (CONT’D)
How you doin?

Rhodes shrugs.
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OFFICER PRIFTI (CONT’D)
Medical Examiners report came back 
and the bullet for Eldon was self-
filled. So it wasn’t bought from 
anywhere... It makes it almost 
impossible to track. 

Rhodes has a far off stare.

OFFICER PRIFTI (CONT’D)
Jim? You in there?

WARDEN RHODES
Yeah I heard you. 

OFFICER PRIFTI
But - they said the bullets had 
traces of sand in them, which is 
odd. And they just found traces of 
sand on Will’s body.

Rhodes looks towards Howard’s Hearse. Making its way across 
the field. 

WARDEN RHODES
Same exact?

OFFICER PRIFTI
Don’t know yet, but they think it 
could be.

Rhodes’ eyes catch a property marker at the edge of the 
forest. He walks off. 

OFFICER PRIFTI (CONT’D)
Jim where are you going?

WARDEN RHODES
I’ll be back.

OFFICER PRIFTI
Jim this is your crime scene you 
can’t just-

But he’s already gone.

INT. MOTEL - AFTERNOON

Bob slams the phone down on her desk. She’s agitated. Someone 
KNOCKS on the door.

BOB
What?
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She looks up - it’s Rhodes. 

BOB (CONT’D)
Jim, hey. I’m actually pretty busy 
here. Can it wait?

WARDEN RHODES
No, no it can’t.

Bob’s caught off guard. Rhodes shuts the door behind him.

WARDEN RHODES (CONT’D)
When’s the last time you saw Eldon 
Harrington?

BOB
You serious?

His look says “yes”.

BOB (CONT’D)
Few days before he disappeared.

WARDEN RHODES
How did he seem to you?

BOB
Seem?

WARDEN RHODES
Demeanor. Mood. Appearance.

BOB
Um, he seemed normal. Eldon never 
talked much.

WARDEN RHODES
And is that the day he signed over 
the land?

Bob nods.

Rhodes pulls out the deed.

WARDEN RHODES (CONT’D)
He signed this document.

Bob doesn’t look down at the page, she keeps her eyes right 
on Rhodes.

BOB
Yes.
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Rhodes nods. He pulls out the paper he had stolen from Bob’s 
desk earlier. He puts them side by side.

Bob looks down at the identical signatures.

WARDEN RHODES
So now that I know you’re lying. 
Can we talk?

Bob’s face is ashen.

WARDEN RHODES (CONT’D)
Bob, was he gonna sell? What was 
going on with him?

BOB
He... Was scared. He said I should 
lay low for a bit, he was gonna do 
the same.

WARDEN RHODES
Lay low about what?

BOB
About the land being sold. He 
was... scared

WARDEN RHODES
Scared of who?

BOB
Look Warden, I’m not one to run 
back to Mom-

WARDEN RHODES
Excuse me? Are you kidding? This 
isn’t high school, we’re not kids 
anymore Bob. Give me names.

Bob slowly sits behind her desk.

BOB
There’s a group up here that hunts 
above the limit. They pool money in 
case anyone gets caught, to pay the 
fines. They sell the meat and 
antlers all of it... 

WARDEN RHODES
How long?
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BOB
Few years... Part of my deal with 
the state is I give the land as a 
wildlife preserve, and I retain 
exclusive hunting rights on it. 
Eldon was worried how they would 
respond once news got out. 

WARDEN RHODES
How much land?

CUT TO:

A map spreads out across Bob’s desk. 

Rhodes and Bob look down at it together. Rhodes eyes grow 
wide as he looks at the proposed plot of land.

WARDEN RHODES (CONT’D)
Bob... That’s the entire township.

BOB
Hey, look-

He looks at Bob.

WARDEN RHODES
How the fuck did you get this 
through?

SNIP the noise of a bullet wizzes through the air right where 
Bob’s head just was. 

Rhodes looks to the wall. A bullet hole. 

Rhodes pulls Bob down to the ground. He moves against the 
wall under the window. 

A BARRAGE OF GUNFIRE unloads into the office. The walls and 
windows shred to pieces.

Bob hides her head but Rhodes looks calm. Hyper-alert. He 
motions to her to crawl towards the door.

They crawl as bullets fly all around them.

EXT. MOTEL - MOMENTS LATER

Gunfire has ceased, it’s eerily quiet. Rhodes and Bob push 
the side door to the motel silently open. Rhodes comes out 
first. 
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He steps outside and looks around. His pistol raised by his 
side. He moves to the edge of the building - looks back 
towards the office. 

A HUNTER wears a black ski-mask and stands just outside the 
window to Bob’s office. They look inside. Then turn back to 
the woods and with a large sweeping shake of their head - 
motions “negative” to someone back in the woods.

Rhodes’ eyes drift up toward the woods - he can’t see them.

Rhodes turns back to Bob. He looks to the front of the motel.

It’s dead quiet. No sign of anyone on the street. Rhodes eyes 
his Warden Pickup truck. He motions Bob to follow him through 
the

PARKING LOT

They move swiftly and stay low. Rhodes looks all around. 

POP. POP-POP. Bullets hit the gravel parking lot, shooting 
debris up into the air. Warning shots. 

They make it to the car and hustle inside. Rhodes speeds off 
down Main Street.

INT./EXT. HARRINGTON/AL’S FARMHOUSES - AFTERNOON

POV BINOCULARS scan across AL’S FARMHOUSE, they land on AL 
who carries a medium sized duffle full of gear out to his 
pickup truck. He tosses it in the back - wincing at the pain 
in his arm. He goes back into the house.

Behind the binoculars we see EMMA, laying down on her stomach 
in the attic. It’s a dark space with relics of bygone eras - 
old sporting equipment, stacks of storage and pictures, dust 
hangs in the thick air.

Emma writes down in her notebook. The page in front of her is 
covered in notes documenting Al’s movements. She’s been 
watching him all day.

INT. BOB’S HOUSE - DUSK

Rhodes peers through a slit in the shades drawn across the 
large windows at Bob’s great-room. He looks exhausted. 

Outside he sees 2 STATE TROOPER cars, the TROOPERS next to 
them hold shotguns.
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Prifti comes up behind Rhodes.

OFFICER PRIFTI
Jim. You should get some sleep.

WARDEN RHODES
No, no I’m ok.

OFFICER PRIFTI
Go home.

She puts her hand on his shoulder, she’s not asking. 

INT./EXT. WARDEN RHODES’ TRUCK - NIGHT

Rhodes drives down the dark highway. He struggles to keep his 
eyes open. 

He looks off to his right and sees a spotlight moving through 
an open field. He squints - it’s a pickup truck with a 
spotlight in the back, scanning through the field. 

Rhodes turns off his headlights and down onto the side road 
leading to the

FIELD

He pulls off the road and watches the truck. There are 2 
people in the pickup bed, one has a light and another uses 
the spotlight. They scan for deer in the field. They move 
extremely slowly, idle speed.

Rhodes drives up from behind, slowly and stealthily. 

They don’t see him. They’re distractedly looking to the 
woods.

BEWOOP! Rhodes flicks on his lights and siren. 

NIGHTHUNTER 1
Oh shit!

NIGHTHUNTER 1 jumps out of the car and immediately runs for 
the woods holding the gun.

Rhodes speeds in front of the truck, blocking it. He jumps 
out.

WARDEN RHODES
Hands on the wheel.

The DRIVER does as he’s told.
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WARDEN RHODES (CONT’D)
You back there - come around front.

Rhodes has one hand on his pistol, his other holds his 
flashlight up next to his face. NIGHTHUNTER 2 comes from the 
back of the truck, holding a spotlight.

WARDEN RHODES (CONT’D)
Where’d your friend go?

DRIVER
Had to take a leak.

Rhodes moves across the side of the truck. Shining the light 
into it.

WARDEN RHODES
You know it’s strange to meet 
someone I don’t know out here. 
Where you boys from?

NIGHTHUNTER 2
We’re just exploring.

WARDEN RHODES
You realize it’s illegal to hunt 
after dark using a spotlight right?

DRIVER
Hunting? Oh Warden course we know 
night-hunting is illegal. We 
weren’t hunting.

Rhodes shines his light in the pickup bed and notices 
BLASTING CAPS. He stops.

NIGHTHUNTER 2
There’s not even a gun in here.

DRIVER
Can’t be hunting if we don’t have a 
gun.

WARDEN RHODES
Hey what’re these for?

DRIVER
What?

WARDEN RHODES
Blasting caps. What you got those 
for?
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DRIVER
Come in handy, you never know.

Rhodes shines his light back at Driver. Who grins into it 
with yellow eyes and yellow teeth.

WARDEN RHODES
Let’s see your licenses.

They hand over their HUNTING LICENSES.

WARDEN RHODES (CONT’D)
I’m gonna write you both a ticket 
for Night Hunting. Your licenses 
will be suspended for a year.

HUNTER 2
A year? Can’t you just hit us with 
the fine?

DRIVER
Don’t let it get personal Warden.

Rhodes stares at DRIVER.

WARDEN RHODES
What’d you say?

NIGHTHUNTER 2
We know you and Will were friends 
or whatever.

Rhodes moves towards NIGHTHUNTER 2 fast. Grabs his collar 
with a fury in his eyes and throws him at the truck. He slams 
the side of it. Rhodes punches him hard.

DRIVER jumps out and pulls Rhodes off of NIGHTHUNTER 2. 
Rhodes scrambles to his feet. NIGHTHUNTER 2 jumps into the 
car.

BANG! A gunshot screams across from the woods and hits 
Rhodes’ front tire on his truck. It hisses as the air slowly 
escapes. 

Rhodes snaps out of his rage. He turns to the woods where the 
shot came from.

DRIVER
Not a lot of backup up here.

DRIVER moves to the truck, keeps his eyes on Rhodes.

BANG! Another gunshot hits right near Rhodes’ truck. Rhodes 
doesn’t flinch.
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DRIVER (CONT’D)
Don’t end up on the wrong side of 
this Warden.

Driver whips the truck around. Then speeds off into the 
night. Rhodes watches them go. The hiss of his tire leaking 
air continues.

EXT. HARRINGTON FARMHOUSE, WILL’S ROOM - LATER

Rhodes pushes the door open to Will’s room. He moves to the 
bed and sits down, his head in his hands.

He looks up, his eyes red - when he notices light coming 
through the boards that go into the 

ATTIC

Rhodes comes up the ladder to the unfinished space.

In the far corner is Emma’s station. Her binoculars and 
notebook still in place. Rhodes approaches them.

He flips through the pages. They list Al’s movements 
throughout the day but don’t say a name. The last line reads; 
“He’s walking toward the house... Does he see me?”,

Rhodes looks through the binoculars - they’re aimed directly 
at Al’s house.

EXT. AL'S FARMHOUSE - DAWN

Rhodes walks towards Al’s house. The building is quiet, no 
lights on. Rhodes goes to knock, but holds his hand up and 
doesn’t hit the door. He turns to the

BARN

The large door slides to the side with a SQREEAK of ancient 
wood and rusted metal. Rhodes steps in.

The hanging deer are gone. The hooks remain in their place, 
with blood-stained pales just below them. The row of hooks 
are a gruesome sight.

Rhodes walks through the open room, taking note of 
everything.

He trips slightly on the lock in the ground, covered by hay.
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Rhodes kneels down and brushes the hay off the lock. 
Revealing a trap door.

CUT TO:

RHODES TRUCK

He grabs bolt cutters out of the toolbox in the truck-bed.

BACK TO:

AL’S FARMHOUSE, BARN

SNAP the loud metallic crack of the lock coming apart. Rhodes 
pulls the door open. He pulls out his flashlight and goes 
down the dark ladder.

INT. AL’S FARMHOUSE, SECRET BASEMENT - CONTINUOUS

The space is dark and wet. Rhodes brings his hand up to his 
mouth and covers from the smell. He gets down into the space 
and looks up.

There is a tiny lantern in the middle of the space that dimly 
lights the whole room.

Rhodes gasps. A figure moves in the darkness. He shines his 
light - the room is full of people. They strain against the 
light.

He stares in disbelief. They stare back. Men, women, some 
children. Refugees from the Middle East and Eastern Europe. 
Wide-eyed and afraid.

EXT. AL'S FARMHOUSE - MORNING

BORDER CONTROL OFFICERS control the scene. Pop-up tents form 
mobile offices and the refugees are lined up along side the 
barn with blankets.

INT. WARDEN RHODES' TRUCK - SAME

Rhodes’ eyes just close when Prifti taps on the glass. He 
unlocks. She gets in. Notices how tired he looks.

OFFICER PRIFTI
Jim?
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WARDEN RHODES
They told me he could’ve been 
bringing people in for months. 

OFFICER PRIFTI
Last night... We got a call that 
you beat up some kid?

WARDEN RHODES
What?

OFFICER PRIFTI
For night hunting?

WARDEN RHODES
They shot at me.

OFFICER PRIFTI
Who did?

WARDEN RHODES
Those kids!

OFFICER PRIFTI
They shot at you and you fought 
them?

Rhodes tries to remember how it happened - it’s all fuzzy now 
after the long night. He takes a couple pills.

Prifti looks at him with concern.

OFFICER PRIFTI (CONT’D)
Jim I thought I told you to go home 
last night.

WARDEN RHODES
Yeah, good thing I did-

OFFICER PRIFTI
This kid could press charges.

WARDEN RHODES
Laura, they were night hunting and-

OFFICER PRIFTI
And you beat him up... 

She shakes her head. 

OFFICER PRIFTI (CONT’D)
I think you need to take some time 
off.
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WARDEN RHODES
Don’t be ridiculous, there’s too 
much to-

OFFICER PRIFTI
I’m not asking Jim. I’m relieving 
you.

Rhodes stares at her. She stares right back, eyes red. He’s 
about to say something but knows better - she’s the ranking 
officer. He takes his badge and gun and hands them to her.

OFFICER PRIFTI (CONT’D)
I just think you need some time 
away from this all, it’s too much-

WARDEN RHODES
Get out.

She looks back up at him. She reaches her hand out to touch 
him.

OFFICER PRIFTI
Jim--

But he pulls away. She turns and gets out.

EXT. WARDEN RHODES' HOUSE - DAY

A large mallot hits the top of a fence post. WIDER, Rhodes 
works on his chicken coop fence. A long hole dug into the 
ground to burrow the fence deeper in a perimeter around the 
coop.

In the corner are 3 dead chickens.

Rhodes stops when he hears a car pull up out front. He turns 
toward it.

INT. WARDEN RHODES' HOUSE, KITCHEN - MOMENTS LATER

Rhodes steps in to see MASTER WARDEN OWEN DAVIS (70s) 
physical and muscular despite his age. He has a distinguished 
look and salt & pepper hair.

WARDEN RHODES
Owen.

He nods to Rhodes.
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M.W. OWEN DAVIS
Rhodes. What you got goin on out 
back?

WARDEN RHODES
This damn coyote keeps killing off 
my chickens. 

M.W. OWEN DAVIS
You put the bait out?

WARDEN RHODES
I did. No luck.

Owen nods.

WARDEN RHODES (CONT’D)
Coffee?

M.W. OWEN DAVIS
Sure.

Rhodes grabs the percolator out of the cupboard and scoops 
coffee into it.

M.W. OWEN DAVIS (CONT’D)
You know that it probably isn’t a 
coyote.

WARDEN RHODES
How’s that?

Rhodes puts the perc on the stove.

M.W. OWEN DAVIS
You ever hear what happened to 
wolves up here?

WARDEN RHODES
It’s not a wolf Owen. Ain’t been 
wolves up here in 50 years.

M.W. OWEN DAVIS
Exactly. They got hunted out to 
oblivion. Farmer’s didn’t care much 
for em coming after the livestock.

Rhodes grabs two mugs and sets them down next to the stove.

WARDEN RHODES
So it can’t be a wolf.
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M.W. OWEN DAVIS
Well.. Some people say when the 
population got low enough the 
remaining wolves interbred with 
Coyotes. Gave you sort of a hybrid. 

WARDEN RHODES
You serious?

M.W. OWEN DAVIS
Absolutely. Coywolves. Different 
sort of beast, too smart for the 
bait you put out.

Rhodes washes his hands at the sink. He shuts off the water. 
BEAT.

WARDEN RHODES
Why’re you here Owen?

M.W. OWEN DAVIS
To check on you.

WARDEN RHODES
I’m fine.

M.W. OWEN DAVIS
Great, I’ll tell everyone.

Rhodes turns to Owen. He’s not laughing. His gaze pierces 
into Rhodes. His wise old eyes look straight through him.

M.W. OWEN DAVIS (CONT’D)
You caught a rough patch up here is 
all. When you’re ready you come 
back.

WARDEN RHODES
This is more than a rough patch.

M.W. OWEN DAVIS
‘found out what those blasting caps 
were for...

Rhodes interest piques.

M.W. OWEN DAVIS (CONT’D)
Cellar door was booby-trapped. Must 
be others.

WARDEN RHODES
Jesus..

The coffee’s done, he pours 2 mugs.
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WARDEN RHODES (CONT’D)
You got a bead on him yet?

M.W. OWEN DAVIS
Not yet. We got state troopers and 
border control and blah blah blah. 
Feels like an army... All these 
young guns out trying to win a 
medal.

Rhodes brings him over a mug of coffee.

M.W. OWEN DAVIS (CONT’D)
You know when I first started I had 
this territory. I loved it. There 
wasn’t all this red tape, it was 
just you and the land. You had an 
understanding with people.

WARDEN RHODES
The good old days?

M.W. OWEN DAVIS
For lack of a better word... But 
back then you just did what needed 
to be done.

Owen gives Rhodes a hard look.

WARDEN RHODES
Oh?

M.W. OWEN DAVIS
Oh just that. Times change, but bad 
things always happen.

He takes a big gulp of coffee. And stands.

M.W. OWEN DAVIS (CONT’D)
Don’t let it get ya down. It’ll 
keep coming, but beat it back. 
World can always use someone who’s 
willing to.

He takes a few steps toward the door.

M.W. OWEN DAVIS (CONT’D)
Just don’t waste the opportunity 
to... Well, make use of being out 
of uniform.

Rhodes gives him a bewildered look.
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M.W. OWEN DAVIS (CONT’D)
You know what to do.

He leaves before Rhodes can say another word.

EXT. TOWN GRAVEYARD - DAY

HAROLD’s hearse is parked at the edge of the small cemetery. 
Scattered with modest graves along a small hill.

Rhodes and Harold stand in suits that look like they’ve not 
been worn in years. They stand in silence by a freshly dug 
grave. The headstone reads ELDON HARRINGTON.

The silence is broken by a loud BANG! From a rifle in the 
distance. Rhodes and Harold turn to the woods. 

They can just barely make out the shapes of a group of 
HUNTERS standing at the edge of the woods.

Rhodes stares at the group.

They stare right back.

HAROLD
Well, let’s be on with it shall we?

Rhodes turns back to Harold.

WARDEN RHODES
Sure thing.

They walk over to a TREE where 2 pairs of COVERALLS and 2 
shovels are stashed. They put the coveralls on over their 
suits and grab shovels.

Back at the grave they shovel the dirt onto the casket. The 
soil falls with loud THUDS below.

INT. WARDEN RHODES' HOUSE - DAY

Office Prifti quietly opens the side door, it was unlocked. 
She sneaks into the house and heads upstairs to the

BEDROOM

She goes straight to the dresser and pulls open the drawer. 
Under the PHOTO OF WILL’s MOM is a wooden box. She pulls it 
out.

On the bed she opens it. It’s full of letters and photos, a 
life Rhodes shared with Will’s Mom. 
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The addresses are to an Army base. Quick bits of text flash 
before the screen as Prifti flips through the letters.

“2 years seems like forever... can’t wait to see you... “I 
miss you”...“It’s a boy!”...”Jim it’s been weeks since your 
last letter, be safe, come back to us.”...“I don’t know if 
these are going through, but I can’t bring myself to stop 
writing you...”

Prifti hears a car door slam outside. She quickly puts the 
contents back into the box.

EXT. WARDEN RHODES’ HOUSE - DAY

Rhodes looks at Prifti’s cruiser as he passes it. Then up to 
the house - she walks out the front door. She raises a hand 
for a faint hello, he nods.

OFFICER PRIFTI
How was it.

Rhodes shrugs.

WARDEN RHODES
What’s up?

Rhodes walks past her and into the house, she follows.

INT. WARDEN RHODES' HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

Rhodes goes straight to the kitchen and pours out a few 
pills. He takes them.

Prifti looks at him hard.

OFFICER PRIFTI
Jim how many is that?

WARDEN RHODES
What do you want?

This is the closest Rhodes has ever come to snapping at her. 
She’s taken aback.

OFFICER PRIFTI
I’m worried about you-

WARDEN RHODES
What do you want.

OFFICER PRIFTI
Nothing...
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He takes another pill.

OFFICER PRIFTI (CONT’D)
What happened to your shoulder?

Rhodes swallows it.

WARDEN RHODES
There was a tank blast and some 
shrapnel got lodged. 

Prifti choses her words carefully..

OFFICER PRIFTI
How long were you deployed?

WARDEN RHODES
Was supposed to be 1 year but was  
there 3.

OFFICER PRIFTI
How?

WARDEN RHODES
We got lost and then captured. 
Since they didn’t know where we 
were we ended up staying prisoners 
for 2 years after the war ended.

He grimaces as he flexes / shrugs his shoulder - working it 
out.

WARDEN RHODES (CONT’D)
I’m gonna try and sleep. 

Rhodes walks up the stairs. 

OFFICER PRIFTI
We can’t find Emma.

He stops. But he doesn’t turn around.

WARDEN RHODES
What?

OFFICER PRIFTI
She never went home and... Well 
have you seen her?

WARDEN RHODES
No.

OFFICER PRIFTI
Can you help us?
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Beat.

WARDEN RHODES
No... I can’t.

He looks hard at her - she’s the reason he can’t help. He 
walks upstairs and slams his door.

INT. WARDEN RHODES' HOUSE, BEDROOM - NIGHT

ANGLE ON, The bed sheets are disheveled, as if someone was 
tossing and turning in them all night. There is a steady 
CRUNCH from outside, the sound of a shovel digging into 
earth.

BATHROOM

ANGLE ON, The sink covered in hair from a beard. The CRUNCH 
from outside continues, almost on a metronome.

KITCHEN

The bottle of painkillers is in the trash. The sound of the 
shovel louder than ever now.

EXT. WARDEN RHODES' HOUSE, BACKYARD - NIGHT

A figure just at the edge of the light works hard digging 
into the earth. 

As we get close we see it’s WARDEN RHODES - but his beard is 
gone and his head is shaved tight - military style. His eyes 
bore into the earth ahead of him as his shovel stabs it 
again.

CLINK. Metal on metal. He bends down to wipe away the dirt 
with his hands. Revealing a metallic army issue ammunition 
box. 

Rhodes hears something and looks up. 

Just beyond the end of the fence and light - are two large 
twinkling eyes staring at him. We can barely make out the 
figure of a large COYWOLF, it’s breath hot and steamy in the 
cool night air.

Rhodes stares straight back at him. 
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INT. WARDEN RHODES' HOUSE, KITCHEN - LATER

THUD the metal box is set down hard on the table. He opens 
it. Inside are army-issue fatigues. He pulls them out. Under 
it is a waterproof case for a SOCOM MK 13 bolt-action Army 
Ranger issue Sniper Rifle. 

Rhodes takes it out and beginds cleaning the gun at the 
table.

EXT. TYLER’S HOUSE - NIGHT

TYLER pulls up to his small run-down shack of a house. He 
whistles to himself as he steps out of his car. 

SNIP - the sound of a silenced bullet comes through the air 
and hits the tire of his truck. It deflates with a long 
exhale of air.

Tyler looks to it. Then turns to the woods. SNIP. 

TYLER
Fuck!

He’s hit in the shoulder. The bullet spins him completely 
around and he slams into the truck.

TYLER (CONT’D)
Ah!

He scrambles to gain his footing. 

SNIP SNIP - Two more bullets hit either side of his truck by 
his head. Tyler’s pinned down and he stays put. 

TYLER (CONT’D)
Who’s there?!

He stares into the darkness. A figure appears from the edge 
of the woods - it’s RHODES. He’s got his sniper rifle slung 
over his shoulder and holds a Baretta M9 Handgun low at his 
side.

Tyler squints - he doesn’t recognize Rhodes without a beard 
and out of uniform.

TYLER (CONT’D)
Who the fuck are you?

He comes up to Tyler and kneels next to him. 
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WARDEN RHODES
Ok Tyler. Take me inside and show 
me where Emma is.

TYLER
Who the hell is Emma?

WARDEN RHODES
Up we go.

Rhodes pulls Tyler up by the shoulder he shot him in - Tyler 
squeals in pain.

INT. TYLER’S HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

Rhodes shoves Tyler inside. 

TYLER
I don’t know who you’re talking 
about, there’s nobody here.

Rhodes looks around, his eyes drift upstairs.

He moves swiftly to Tyler.

WARDEN RHODES
You got a phone?

Tyler’s checking his wound, he touches the blood.

TYLER
Fuuuck.

WARDEN RHODES
Hey! Phone?

Tyler shakes his head no.

Rhodes takes out his phone. 

WARDEN RHODES (CONT’D)
Tell this person who you are and 
your address. Tell them you’re 
holding Emma hostage in the 
upstairs crawl space of your house.

Tyler stares at Rhodes - how did he know?

Rhodes dials on his phone. He holds it up to Tyler’s ear. 

OFFICER PRIFTI (O.S.)
Jim it’s 3 in the morning--
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Tyler is silent. Rhodes cocks his M9 and puts it directly 
under Tyler’s chin.

OFFICER PRIFTI (CONT’D)
Hello?

TYLER
This is Tyler Barrow. I live on 
Eldon Harrington’s land on Dead 
River Road. I’m holding Emma 
hostage in the crawlspace in my 
house.

OFFICER PRIFTI (O.S.)
What?

Rhodes pushes the gun into his chin.

TYLER
Please come now.

Rhodes hangs up the phone. He pulls Tyler up again and zip-
ties his hands to the searing-hot pipe above the wood stove.

Tyler looks around, trying to keep his wrists from touching 
the pipe, but it’s not easy. When he looks back - Rhodes is 
gone.

EXT. AROOSTOOK COUNTY WOODS - SUNRISE

Rhodes makes his way up a hill. He wears his army boots with 
pants tucked into them and camouflage. His rifle slung over 
his shoulder.

The hill is steep and difficult. He walks carefully, reaching 
down to support himself on the rocky slope. He walks on.

The WHOO-WHOO of an owl overhead is heard. The forest feels 
alive - animals just beyond our sight in every direction - 
leaves rustle, wind moves through the trees as they sway and 
creak.

Rhodes comes to a large GREEN SKELETON, a MOOSE. It’s flesh 
gone leaving just it’s massive bones which are completely 
covered in moss. 

DUSK

Rhodes continues along the ridge of the hill. The woods are 
peaceful, almost serene. A soft breeze passes as Rhodes walks 
along the rocky ridge... 

BANG!
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A gunshot. Rhodes spins to his knee, grabs his arm. He’s been 
hit. He looks down at his watch, listens... 3 seconds later 
the gunshot echoes off a mountain to the opposite side. 

He get’s cover. Looks toward where the shot came from. He 
touches his arm. Blood on his fingers. He gets low and moves 
to the opposite side of the ridge. 

LATER

Rhodes pulls apart a bandage into strips. He wraps his arm in 
it tightly. He looks back to the opposite ridge, then to the 
sun - it’s going down. He waits.

EXT. WOODS - MORNING

The woods are still, tranquil, nothingness. Suddenly a pile 
of leaves begins to move and stands up - Rhodes had buried 
himself.

EXT. THE SLASH - LATER

Rhodes comes to the edge of the forest at the Slash. He looks 
out at the long clearing ahead of him - 50 feet to the other 
side.

He scans in either direction. Then holds his rifle down by 
his side, leans in - and sprints across the Slash.

Dirt flies up at his feet from bullets, 1 second apart. He 
gets to the other side and dives the last 5 feet.

EXT. WOODS IN CANADA - LATER

WIDE, Rhodes moves through the heavily wooded area. Appearing 
and disappearing among the trees.

CREEK

Rhodes fills up his water and drinks. He looks ahead and 
notices a PARTIAL FOOTPRINT in the mud next to the stream.

DEEPER IN THE WOODS

Rhodes holds a rock in his hand. He cocks his head as he 
looks toward the ground in front of him. 
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A small pile of leaves and twigs with a bed of moss 
underneath. 

He tosses the rock into the center. The spot collapses inward 
on itself. Rhodes peers into the 3ft hole.

Lining the sides are sharpened sticks that look like spears. 
The hole is dug with steps on either side - to twist the 
ankle of it’s victim.

EXT. WOODS OUTSIDE AL’S CABIN - LATER

Rhodes comes to the cliff’s edge. He pulls up his rifle 
scope.

POV RHODES: A small hunting cabin at the edge of a lake in 
the distance. A DEAD DEER strung up outside, dangling from 
it’s hind legs.

Rhodes lowers his binoculars. The cabin is far. He scans the 
surrounding area. There’s a clearing on one side, then the 
lake, then a steep rocky slope with minimal tree cover to the 
right.

Rhodes moves toward the

ROCKY SLOPE

He moves down the intense incline. He slips and rocks go 
tumbling with loud CRACKS.

WARDEN RHODES
Shit.

BANG! A gunshot rips through the forest and grazes his side. 
It sends him tumbling down the steep slope, rolling the next 
40 feet down. The gunshot echoes and fades into the silence 
of the forest.

ANGLE, Rhodes’ face - he’s in pain but alive. He grimaces. 
Looks around. Then quickly rolls to a nearby tree.

BANG! A gunshot kicks up dirt right near Rhodes’ feet. He 
looks in the direction of the shot - nothing... And then a 
sparkle - reflection of the sun off a rifle scope. This is 
what Rhodes needed.

In one fluid motion he rolls behind a nearby log and takes 
his rifle off the shoulder sling - resting it on the log. He 
flips open the scope.
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SNIP. SNIP. SNIP. Rhodes fires 3 steady shots, cocking the 
bolt-action after each round. He stops and looks through the 
scope.

POV RHODES: The reflection from the rifle scope on the other 
ridge is gone.

EXT. WOODS OUTSIDE AL'S CABIN - SUNSET

Rhodes pushes away a few branches to reveal AL’S CABIN only 
50 feet away.

He looks at the woods in the distance beyond it. It’s getting 
dark.

Rhodes looks at the clearing ahead, then to the lake. 

EXT. LAKE OUTSDIE AL’S CABIN - DUSK

The water surface is a mirror - completely still and serene. 
Then slowly - Rhodes’ head emerges from beneath it. 

He raises high enough for just his nose to be above the 
surface and takes a measured breath. Then moves forward 
toward the cabin.

EXT. AL’S CABIN - NIGHT

Al approaches the door by the lake, holding his handgun out 
in front of him to check the space. In the dim light we can 
see him limp, his pant-leg soaked in blood. He goes through 
the door inside...

CAMERA MOVES to reveal Rhodes’ silhouette in the darkness - 
Al couldn’t see him.

CAMERA drifts down and we see in Rhodes’ hand he holds the 
GUTHOOK he took from Will’s crime scene. His shadow moves 
into the cabin and we hear commotion inside. A struggle.

WIDER - we see the tiny light of the cabin surrounded by 
nothingness.

EXT. HARRINGTON FARMHOUSE - DAY - WEEKS LATER

Rhodes stands and watches a construction crew preparing to 
demolish the old farmhouse. He has cuts and bruises on his 
face which are bandaged, and his arm is in a sling.
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Behind him Office Prifti’s CRUISER pulls up. He turns to it. 
And looks for a long moment.

EXTREME WIDE SHOT - Rhodes tiny figure in-between the 
FARMHOUSE and PRIFTI’s Cruiser.

He stands there for a long moment. Then turns and takes a 
step towards Prifti as we

CUT TO BLACK.
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